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Abstract

Surgery remains dangerous, and accurate knowledge of what is presented to the surgeon can be of great importance. One technique to automate this problem is non-rigid tracking of time-of-flight camera scans. This requires accurate sensors and prior information as well as an accurate non-rigid tracking algorithm. This thesis presents an evaluation of four algorithms for tracking and semantic labeling of deformable tissues for medical applications, as well as additional studies on a stretchable flexible smart skin and dynamic 3D bioprinting. The algorithms were developed and tested for this study, and were evaluated in terms of speed and accuracy. The algorithms tested were affine iterative closest point, nested iterative closest point, affine fast point feature histograms, and nested fast point feature histograms. The algorithms were tested against simulated data as well as direct scans. The nested iterative closest point algorithm provided the best balance of speed and accuracy while providing semantic labeling in both simulation as well as using directly scanned data. This shows that fast point feature histograms are not suitable for nonrigid tracking of geometric feature poor human tissues. Secondary experiments were also performed to show that the graphics processing unit provides enough speed to perform iterative closest point algorithms in real-time and that time of flight depth sensing works through an endoscope. Additional research was conducted on related topics, leading to the development of a novel stretchable flexible smart skin sensor and an active 3D bioprinting system for moving human anatomy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents an evaluation of four algorithms for tracking and semantic labeling of deformable tissues for medical applications, as well as additional studies on a stretchable flexible smart skin and dynamic 3D bioprinting.

Figure 1.1: Example of scan with semantic labeling, a smart skin, and 3D bioprinting.
1.1 Overview

The long-term goal of this research was to improve the safety of surgery by increasing automation of minimally invasive surgery. The primary aim of this research was to demonstrate and quantify the limits of real time end effector tracking and registration of soft anatomy through the evaluation of four algorithms. Secondary aims were to validate core assumptions of the research and further evaluate the performance of the algorithms.

The four algorithms tested were an Affine Iterative Closest Point, a Nested Iterative Closest Point, an Affine Fast Point Feature Histograms, and a Nested Fast Point Feature Histograms. They were evaluated via the following three experiments:

- **Experiment 1:** Deform pliable synthetic hand to known geometry, then incrementally decrease resolution to evaluate limits of accuracy and speed for each candidate algorithm.
- **Experiment 2:** Deform pliable synthetic hand to known geometry, then incrementally increase artificial noise to evaluate limits of accuracy and speed for each candidate algorithm.
- **Experiment 3:** Collect real-time scan of synthetic hand with time of flight camera to evaluate limits of accuracy and speed for each candidate algorithm in a real-world situation.

The primary experiments showed that the Nested versions of each algorithm provided an improvement in Root Mean Squared Error at the expense of Framerate for all three experiments, for example reducing from 3.6mm to 2.0mm for Iterative Closest Point in experiment 2. The Fast Point Feature Histogram algorithms vastly underperformed the Iterative Closest Point algorithm in both Framerate and Root Mean Squared Error for all three experiments.

The secondary experiments showed that the Graphics Processing Unit provides enough speed to perform Iterative Closest Point in real-time (> 10Hz) and that time of flight depth sensing works through an endoscope. The secondary experiments also validated the theoretical algorithmic complexity and showed that reverse nested matching showed no improvements.

Two additional projects were also developed to provide alternative contributions to the field of real time robotic tracking with medical applications so as to make more substantial progress towards the ultimate goal. These include a stretchable and flexible Smart Skin for sensing position and force, which allows creating an synthetic organ that could track surgical interactions ratiometrically to allow stretching of the organ but retaining relative tool position measurements. Another study was a Dynamic 3D Bioprinting system for moving human anatomy where even though geometric surface tracking was feature poor, alternative approaches show the potential benefits of being able to track changing anatomy in real-time and bringing additive manufacturing to surgery.
1.2 Specific Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are summarized here and detailed throughout the thesis.

- Developed affine version of Fast Point Feature Histogram matching algorithm
- Developed modular nested rigid framework incorporating semantic labeling
- Validated GPU version of Iterative Closest Point
- Evaluated impact of closest point search direction on speed and accuracy
- Validated algorithmic complexity of fully implemented algorithms
- Validated time of flight functionality through endoscope
- Developed inverse polynomial fit for Smart Skin position sensing
- Created simple Smart Skin circuitry
- Invented Smart Skin force estimation from contact resistance
- Invented Smart Skin diagonal position estimation method
- Developed dynamic 3D Bioprinting on moving human anatomy
- Validated use of micro jetting system to perform 3D Bioprinting
1.3 Motivation

Despite medical advances, surgery remains high risk. Surgical errors have been estimated to account for at least 32,000 deaths per year in the United States, placing it among the top fifteen causes of death in the US [1, 2, 3]. Specifically, vascular injury accounts for one third of complications in laparoscopy [4]. It is the second highest cause of death within laparoscopic surgery, second only to anesthesia, with a mortality rate estimated at fifteen percent [5]. Surgery is also extremely common, currently surgeries are performed at a rate of 50 million per year, giving the average American an expected seven surgeries in their lifetime [6], while medical care becomes increasingly cost conscious [7].

Surgery requires real-time knowledge of the location of the tooltip in order to inform surgical decisions [8, 9] and many attempts have been made to track tissues including using stereoscopic [10, 11] and ultrasound [12, 13] sources. Since tissues are nonrigid this provides unique challenges that are not present in standard rigid tracking. The related requirement to tracking is registration and semantical labeling, where the results of the tracking is used to register what is being seen by the robot to a functional model or prior dataset such as high resolution MRI or CT data to make productive decisions about the scene.

There are many other robotic applications for nonrigid tracking [14] including facial recognition [15, 16], agriculture [17] and food service [18]. As robots become more and more integrated with human lives, they will have to become more adept at interpreting the world in a non-rigid manner, and using that knowledge to make more educated decisions regarding the objects they are interacting with.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Surgical Robotics

Minimally invasive surgery became prevalent beginning in 1986 when improvements in camera chips and lighting devices were used to give the surgeon a more flexible viewing arrangement [19]. The use of minimally invasive surgery surged in the 1990’s, with nearly half of all general surgeries performed in a minimally invasive manner by 1999 [20]. Minimally invasive surgery has many benefits over traditional open surgery, including superior outcomes manifested as improved survival, fewer complications, and quicker return to functional health and productive life [20].
The next step forward in minimally invasive surgery was telerobotic surgery, or telepresence surgery, shown in Figure 2.1, where a robot with electrically actuated tools is controlled using a physically separate computer console \cite{21}. This master-slave situation gives the operator an immersive stereoscopic 3D view and control over the movements of the robot with motion scaling, easy control of both the camera and the instrument, and an extra ‘wrist’ joint on the end of the instrument not available in conventional laparoscopic surgery \cite{22}. However, the system does not add any intelligence to the situation, and the surgeon still has to perform the surgery \cite{23}.

2.2 Background on 3D Sensing

The oldest method of non-contact distance sensing is triangulation, made useful in 1787 by Jesse Ramsden’s theodolite \cite{24}. The origins of automatic non-contact depth sensing began in World War II, when it was used to learn the location of enemy planes \cite{25, 26}. As electronics became more sophisticated, and digital photography allowed computer vision, these methods became more automated and more methods became possible such as moire, holographic interferometry, lens focus, and Fresnel diffraction \cite{27}. There has been research into many different 3D sensing modalities for use in surgery \cite{28, 29}, including optical and visual.
2.3 Medical Diagnostics (MRI, CT)

Medical imaging technologies include 2D methods such as X-ray, as well as 3D methods such as Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT).

MRI scanners form images of the body (or other target) by using strong magnetic fields and detecting and measuring the radio frequency signal which is emitted by hydrogen atoms (such as in water molecules). Since these signals are related to the rate at which the excited atoms return to their equilibrium state, different tissues can be differentiated [30]. The MRI builds up volumetric data from a series of 2D ‘slices’ to form 3D voxels (volumetric pixels) in the sub-millimeter range [31].

X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) takes a series of many X-ray images from all angles of the target, and uses those with the help of a computer to give resultant tomographic images, or 2D ‘slices’ of the target. These slices can then be stacked to give 3D voxels in the sub-millimeter range [32, 33].

2.4 Medical Interventional (Flouro, US)

For real-time intra-procedural use, an essentially continuous video-like X-ray is called fluoroscopy. This can be scanned in 2D at up to video framerates, but is more limited by the radiation dosage received by the patient by so many continuous X-ray images [34, 35]. These images can also be reconstructed into 3D in a similar manner to conventional CT [36].

Ultrasonography (US) operates by sending a pulse of ultrasonic waves into a medium, and then measuring the delay and the intensity received, a knowledge of distance and material properties can be deduced. Ultrasonography operates in a similar manner to RADAR using ultrasonic waves instead of radio waves, therefore giving a much smaller working volume with higher spatial accuracy. 3D ultrasonography is also available by scanning at different angles and using many of the same techniques as CT [37, 38, 39].

2.5 General Surface Non-Contact

2.5.1 Structured Light

Structured light works by projecting a known, non-repeating pattern onto a scene, as shown in Figure 2.2. The camera then reads that pattern, and given the distance between the camera and the projector, the distance can be calculated for that point. These distances can then be turned into points in 3D space by tracing a ray from the camera aperture out at an angle that
is a function of the pixel u,v values, which could be a simple pinhole camera model, or a more complicated model depending upon the accuracy required and the lens characteristics \[40, 41\].

2.5.2 Time of Flight

Time of flight works by sending out a modulated signal and measuring the phase shift of the returned signal, as shown in Figure 2.3. This phase shift in time is then multiplied by the speed of light to get the distance to and from the object, e.g. if the signal was delayed one nanosecond, the flight distance would be 30cm, or the object would be 15cm away \[43, 42\].

It has been shown that a time of flight sensor can be transmitted through an endoscope \[45\], as shown in Figure 2.4. Using a commercial Time of Flight sensor, sub-millimeter resolution
was achieved with a 64x48 pixel unit running at five frames per second. This has the benefit that the laser pulse signal can be diffuse, and therefore can be transferred through the optical fibers already present in current endoscopes. Additionally it has been shown that these surfaces can be registered to a prior scan, such as a CT scan, however the registration was rigid and performed with ICP from nine manually selected corresponding landmarks [44]. This has also been extended to incorporate RGB color data as well [46, 47, 48], however RGB color can be inconsistent in a minimally invasive surgery.

2.5.3 LIDAR

LIDAR is similar to time of flight, but instead of measuring the phase shift of a repeating signal with every pixel simultaneously, LIDAR usually measures only one pixel at a time, by pulsing a laser once and awaiting the return of the signal, then moves a mirror to aim the laser at the next pixel and measures the distance there. This can allow accurate measurements and long measurement distances (up to the km range), but at the cost of moving parts and slower refresh rates.

2.6 Computing

General purpose consumer grade computers provide several different processing cores which can be used for running algorithms.

2.6.1 Central Processing Unit

The Central Processing Unit, or CPU, is the chip in a personal computer responsible for executing instructions and performing calculations. In recent years CPU chipmakers have been turning to increasing the number of cores in lieu of increasing processing speed [53]. For example the AMD FX-6300 CPU has six 3.5GHz cores running in parallel. This provides an incentive to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Temporal Resolution</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution</th>
<th>Surface Volumetric/</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>4-50 Hz [49]</td>
<td>sub-mm</td>
<td>Volumetric</td>
<td>Requires specialized equipment to be used intraoperatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6-12 Hz [50]</td>
<td>sub-mm</td>
<td>Volumetric</td>
<td>Overexposure can be hazardous [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoro</td>
<td>1-30 Hz</td>
<td>1mm</td>
<td>Shadow</td>
<td>Overexposure can be hazardous [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>1mm</td>
<td>Shadow</td>
<td>Shallow depth of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D ToF</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>1mm</td>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Requires air cavity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Comparison of imaging modalities.

run code on more than one core in order make more efficient use of the computing resources available. This can be achieved by running multiple programs simultaneously, or by running one program which runs multiple threads, each processing a different subset of the data.

Programming for multicore processors has become easier with the OpenMP library for C++ [54]. This allows code to be converted to multithreaded with a minimal amount of work from the programmer, so long as the code was already written in an easily parallelizable manner. However gains from multithreading are limited by the serial section of the code, known as Amdahl’s Law [55].

### 2.6.2 Graphics Processing Unit

The Graphics Processing Unit, or GPU, is the computational brain behind a graphics card. In normal personal computing the GPU is tasked with translating the 3D model of a scene into the rendered and shaded image that is outputted to the computer monitor. As multi core CPUs have become more common, and individual core speeds are no longer accelerating as rapidly as they were, the Graphics Processor Unit, or GPU has increasingly been leveraged for general purpose computing [56, 57].

Originally, custom shaders were written, hijacking the graphics pipeline to perform complex calculations instead of rendering graphics. The image, instead of being rendered to the screen, was copied elsewhere to be analyzed not as a color image, but as the result of the equations desired. However, a general purpose GPU computing structure was created by NVidia with their CUDA system [58]. This allows programmers to simply write the code they want copied to the GPU, executed and returned.
GPU computing can provide massive speed improvements, for example an NVidia GTX 960 (Maxwell architecture) has 1024 computing cores, at 1.1GHz each ideally totaling 1100 Giga-flops (a GigaFlop is a unit of computing speed equal to one billion floating-point operations per second), compared to only 6 cores at 3.5GHz in an AMD FX-6300 CPU ideally totaling 14 GigaFlops. This should theoretically provide a 314x improvement over a single core process, or a 78x improvement over a multi-threaded application running on the CPU. However this is only true of what are referred to as embarrassingly parallel tasks [59], where the task can be trivially divided into many separate tasks that have no bearing upon each other. Even with an embarrassingly parallel task, the additional overhead can still add significant time cost [60]. Overhead to run code on the GPU is much larger than the overhead required to run code in parallel on several CPU cores. GPU acceleration has been shown to improve tracking for time of flight in surgical applications [61].

2.6.3 Robot Operating System

The Robot Operating System, or ROS, is an operating system for robotics research [62]. The system has been growing [63] and has been used for medical applications [64, 65] as well as for traditional robotics applications [66, 67]. The system consists of modular nodes, which can be written in C++ or python, communicating over the network locally or including other machines on a network. These nodes communicate with messages, which follow a defined structure, either from the list of standard messages, or custom messages designed for a specific need. This allows a mix and match system, where a combination of nodes can work together where some are custom made, some part of official ROS packages, and others downloaded from a third party.

The node framework of the ROS system also provides an inherent multithreading and caching capability, where different steps of a process are performed in different threads asynchronously, and each node can decide to discard missed messages, or cache them to analyze them all eventually. An example of rigid depth camera simultaneous localization and mapping in 3D is shown in Figure 2.5.

2.7 Algorithms for Registration

Any two scans of an object will likely contain a different subset of points on the surface of the object being scanned. The problem of understanding which points belong to the same real-world location is known as the ‘correspondence problem’ and has been studied for decades [68, 69]. Also, any 3D scanning technology will inherently contain measurement noise. These problems can be addressed by many algorithms in the literature [70, 71, 72], some of which are reviewed here.
2.7.1 Iterative Closest Point

First introduced in 1992, the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm does not require any feature recognition (although it can also be performed on feature points). It simply looks to minimize the distance between each point in set A with the distance to the closest point in set B, addressing the correspondence problem by assuming that the closest points correspond \[73\], as shown in Figure 2.6. This is then iterated, since the closest points may have changed, until a target distance or number of iterations is reached. This works best with two sets of points that are already close to being aligned, as otherwise local minima can be reached that do not represent an accurate registration. Therefore ICP is often used to fine tune registration that was initialized \[74\], or to register two time steps that are near enough that an acceptable first guess can be made \[75\].

The iterative closest point algorithm has also been improved over the years with much emphasis on being more robust to worse initial guesses and to run faster with larger data sets and real-time processing \[76, 77, 78, 79, 80\].
2.7.2 Outlier Removal

In order to remove noisy data points, sparse outlier removal can be used by calculating the mean distance of each point to its neighbors, assuming that this follows a Gaussian distribution in which those with higher distances are outliers and therefore can be removed [81, 82, 83], an example of which can be seen in Figure 2.7.

2.7.3 Moving Least Squares

The moving least squares algorithm works by fitting a polynomial function (which can be multidimensional) to the data by minimizing a least square cost function, which is either limited to points within a certain radius, or has decreasing cost with points further from the current point of interest. This allows a complicated geometry to be modelled using simple polynomials, and can be used to approximate a surface from a noisy data set or to interpolate an incomplete data set [84, 85]. The implementation in the Point Cloud Library is geared toward moving points from a noisy point cloud into alignment, but does not perform interpolation [82, 81].
2.7.4 3D Hough Transform

A 3D Hough transform works in a similar manner to a 2D Hough transform (fitting a 2D line to feature points), but instead of the equation for a line, the equation for a plane (or other 3D primitive) is used. Each parameter is binned into discrete bins, and then each point is evaluated as to whether or not it satisfies the plane equation at that point. If so, a vote is cast for that plane being a valid plane. Once all of the points are evaluated, the plane with the most votes is considered the most likely to represent a true plane. Since the plane equation has three parameters, each point must be calculated for the number of bins per parameter cubed which can be computationally expensive.

One way to speed up the process is if surface normals are available, the point+normal already defines a plane, so the vote can be cast for only one plane per point, reducing the calculations to one per point. However, surface normals are not inherently available from a depth camera, so those must be calculated for each point [86].

2.7.5 Gaussian Filter

In order to save computational time, denoising can be done in the depth map stage, prior to calculation of 3D position. This is possible because for a Time of Flight camera, the noise in the vertical and horizontal directions is negligible, since those errors are systemic and are affected by the camera lens calibration. Therefore, if there are many pixels, each with a Gaussian noise added to the depth, averaging adjacent pixels should give a more accurate depth to the object. This is called a Gaussian blur, which is shown in Figure 2.8, and can be thought of as a low pass filter with the parameter being how many neighbors are used to calculate each pixel, or the process can be iterated. However, it should be noted that this will blur sharp edges, and will not handle outliers well [87, 88].

2.7.6 Median Filter

A similar low-pass filter used on depth maps is the median filter, where instead of each pixel being assigned the average of it and its neighbors, it is assigned the median. This has a benefit of only using values already in the data set, which avoids smearing and reduces the worry of energy conservation, although if the true value is at the mean one can imagine only values above and below, and the median not providing an accurate value. This algorithm can also be iterated and the radius of neighbors used can be adjusted [89].
2.7.7 Bilateral Filter

A filter that is similar to a Gaussian filter is the bilateral filter [90, 91]. The bilateral filter however attempts to preserve edges more accurately by adjusting weights and looping through the pixels. The bilateral filter has been applied to depth images from structured light sensors [92].

2.7.8 Sobel Operator

In order to find the edges of an image, the simplest method is to take the derivative, which can be done with a Sobel operator [93]. It is a discrete differentiation operator, finding the gradient through a 3x3 kernel. The operation is fast, but does not find the most accurate gradient in the image.

Figure 2.8: Gaussian blur example in RGB photo. Left: original image; Center: five pixel radius blur; Right: twenty pixel radius blur

2.8 Non-Rigid Registration

While iterative closest point can find an optimum rigid body transformation between two sets of points, for deformable bodies the rigid body transformation may not adequately describe the registration of the sets. Situations that require non-rigid registration range from the relatively simple case of a patient with scans in different poses, to comparing anatomy between patients of different age and weight [94, 95]. One example of an algorithm for fitting points to a surface, without needing to know features is by trying to minimize a least squares error distance between the two sets of interest by fitting a transformation matrix, in order of increasing complexity: rigid, affine, trilinear and quadratic. The algorithm also minimizes the difference between the complex transformation and a simple rigid one, to keep the transformation as simple as possible while providing adequate registration. The algorithm also uses octrees (splitting each unit into eight subunits, two per dimension) to keep distance calculations cheap [96]. A non-rigid
registration can include local rigid registrations, down to various levels, or splines in order to keep transition of registrations smooth [94].

2.9 Metrics

The fit registers the scan to the model, and requires a metric to objectively evaluate the quality of the fit. Finding a valid measure of successful fitting has always been a concern for rigid 3D registration [97], and continues to be a concern in non rigid registration [98]. It is of particular concern in medical literature, where evaluation of a successful registration can impact patient outcomes [99, 100]. One metric for evaluating fit is Root Mean Squared Error, or RMSE, which is commonly used to evaluate the quality of a fit [101].

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{t=1}^{n}(\hat{y}_t - y_t)^2}{n}}
\]  

(2.1)

The squaring of each term in Equation 2.1 provides an emphasis on outliers, showing them more strongly than mean absolute error (MAE) would [102]. It also works equally well in a point to point method as it does in a point to plane or point to surface method, allowing extensibility.

Another common metric used to evaluate real-time algorithms is framerate [103, 104], which is the number of times the algorithm can run per second. This is therefore the reciprocal of the elapsed runtime of the algorithm, however framerate is more open used in literature due to its inherent readability and intuitive nature [105, 106]. A functional impact of runtime is the impact on latency, where every millisecond spent processing the data is an additional feedback delay to the system if it is meant to run in real time. Real time is assumed to be within average human reaction times, approximately 10Hz [107].
Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 Experimental Setup

In order to prevent surgical errors, such as laparoscopic blood vessel injury, it is a prerequisite to track and semantically identify the target anatomy (e.g. blood vessel vs. kidney tissue). Therefore algorithms were developed and tested to provide an objective evaluation of their efficacy in providing a future solution to this problem.

While preliminary tests were performed using a kidney and surrounding vasculature, this model was found to be too feature poor to provide adequate features for the experimental algorithms to detect. Therefore, the organ to be tested was changed to a human hand, as the hand provides significant convexity and concavity and was thought to provide a more feature rich environment for testing the algorithms. Another benefit of the hand is that the segmentation was made more simple as each finger could provide a unique and easily identifiable subset of the whole.

The system is designed to mimic the setup shown in Figure 3.1, however since the concept of time of flight through an endoscope has been shown elsewhere, and is further validated in a secondary experiment, the primary experiments will be performed with line of sight to the target, which is shown in figure 3.2.

3.1.1 Silicone Model

The synthetic hand used was a commercially available Female Silicone Hand from Shenzhen Chengyida E-Commerce Co., Ltd, Shenzhen China, and can be seen in Figure 3.3. The hand has realistic skin texture, and was chosen for the similar visual appearance to maximize similarity to a human hand. The model includes analogs to internal bone structure made of wooden dowels.
to provide a more rigid base to the softer silicone above. A model was used in lieu of an actual human test subject to provide reliability and the ability to perform slow accurate scans using a static scanner that takes over a minute to complete a scan, which would be an unrealistic amount of time for a human test subject to stay perfectly still.

### 3.1.2 Static 3D Scanner

The high resolution scanner used was the Artec Spider 3D scanning system (Artec 3D, Luxembourg) with a resolution of $G_s = 0.04 mm$. This required a rigid body to be scanned slowly and carefully over a period of time, and then the individual frames were rigidly registered together using proprietary algorithms. This provides a high quality scan, with a resolution of
Figure 3.3: Silicone Model Hand Used

\( G_s = 0.04 \text{mm} \), but only works for fully stationary objects. The scanner can be seen in Figure 3.4. The software allows an interactive smoothing and outlier removal process, and allows exporting of the final scan into an ASCII point cloud file.

Figure 3.4: Artec Spider (image courtesy of artec3d.com)

3.1.3 Time of Flight Camera

The time of flight camera to be used is the DepthSense 325 (SoftKinetic, Ixelles, Belgium), which can be seen in Figure 3.5. This uses the Texas Instruments 3D-TOF chip set [42, 108, 109]. The depth sensor is a OPT8140 chip with a QVGA (320 x 240) resolution. The application programming interface (API) provided by Depthsense allows access to the raw phase data, so that any camera model can be applied to the depth data, which can be generated with standard
The API also provides a ‘confidence map’ which is essentially the intensity of the modulated light, which provides the benefit of a grayscale image of the scene (in the infrared spectrum).

The device uses an infrared (IR) laser diode to illuminate the scene. This light can be captured and fed into the fiber optics of a typical endoscope. The light is intended to be diffuse, so the fiber optic channel will have no effect other than to change the length of the path of the light, which can be calibrated out with an offset determined by measuring a known plane a known distance from the endoscope tip.

The device also contains an RGB camera and audio microphones, which will not be used for this project.

In order to ascertain whether or not the optics of the depth camera can be modified to correct for the a wide field of view, and to determine if the laser diode could be moved off-board to more easily interface with the fiber optic bundle, the DS-325 was disassembled.

As seen in Fig.3.6, the depth camera has a M10 mounting bracket that is glued to the board, and a 74-degree field of view lens that screws in with an M10 thread. When removed, the CMOS chip is exposed, which means that any custom optics can be placed in front of it, and as long as they are properly aligned, there should be no issues with optics. If a standard off-the-shelf endoscope camera has a similarly sized chip, the optics may be able to be used directly, as long as the mounting is done properly. As seen in Fig.3.7, the laser diode is in a TO-18 package, with three through hole mounting points. This is a fairly standard package for laser diodes, e.g. in optical disk drives.
3.2 Algorithms

For each of the Primary Experiments shown in Section 3.4, two transformation models and two alignment algorithms will be used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Iterative Closest Point</th>
<th>Fast Point Feature Histograms with 3D Hough Grouping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Affine</td>
<td>Affine ICP (Alg. 1)</td>
<td>Affine FPFH (Alg. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Rigid</td>
<td>Nested ICP (Alg. 3)</td>
<td>Nested FPFH (Alg. 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Candidate Algorithms.
3.2.1 Global Affine Transformation

Affine transformation is a combination of translation, rotation, scaling and shear. This allows non-rigid registration while preserving straight lines, which maintains a reasonable number of DOF: at most twelve, with three for translation and nine for the 3x3 matrix containing rotation, scaling and shear.

![Different Affine Transformations](image)

Figure 3.8: Different Affine Transformations

3.2.2 Local Rigid Transformation

Points are clustered into groups of similar transformation, allowing the total representation to vary up to a separate transformation for each point, but down to a small number of bins each with its own rigid transformation.

This can be modified by segmenting the prior data (e.g. the MRI data) during the same process as identifying the organs/regions. Then the prior data is matched to the current scan data, instead of the other way around, with local rigid transformations. The prior data can also be segmented in nested decreasing sizes, e.g. organ level, organ quadrant, etc. This will be performed for at least two levels: organ level, which for a liver would consist of the liver and the blood vessel as separate transformations, then at least one level of subdivision of each organ into 8 sections, being split along 3 orthogonal planes. For the hand, this will consist of each finger as a separate transform, along with a separate transform each for the palm and wrist. Each of those will then be bisected as well. These subdivisions will be determined by a human during the precalculation stage. See Algorithms 3 and 4.
3.2.3 Affine Iterative Closest Point

Iterative closest point, while usually used for rigid transformations, can be implemented with affine transformations as well, provided there are enough data points [111, 112]. However Iterative Closest Point can be quite susceptible to local minima, so to avoid an exhaustive global search a good initial guess or a small time step is important to achieving good convergence. This algorithm has a computational complexity of $O(n \times \log(n))$ due to the need for finding nearest neighbors, unless a KD-tree can be precalculated, in which case the algorithm has a computational complexity of $O(n)$. See Algorithm 7.

3.2.4 GPU Accelerated Iterative Closest Point

Iterative closest point, can be greatly accelerated through the use of the Graphics Processing Unit [113]. The algorithm is ideally not any different than Algorithm 7, however due to being a separate implementation, the exact results may vary.

3.2.5 Fast Point Feature Histograms with 3D Hough Grouping

Point Feature Histograms (PFH) are pose-invariant descriptions of the local surface geometry near a point. This is calculated based on the points’ 3D position and surface normal, as well as those of the k nearest points. However, this requires a computational complexity of $O(nk^2)$, so for real-time applications a Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) can be used, where a simpler weighed average of the surrounding k points are used, which reduces the accuracy of the algorithm but greatly increases the speed due to the reduced computational complexity of $O(nk)$ [114]. This can then be used to generate a transformation with a 3D Hough grouping approach, with an initial alignment. See Algorithm 2.

When performed with the Local Rigid Transformations, this will be performed for each of the segments of the segmented MRI organ boundary data or hand, which will have their Fast Point Feature Histogram precalculated as part of the initial setup. Then each segmentation level will find a rigid transformation, with each level expected to have less change than the level above it. See Algorithm 8.

---

**Algorithm 1 Affine ICP**

| DATA PRE-CALCULATIONS(Volumetric_MRI) |
| while System Active do |
| ITERATIVE CLOSEST POINT(TargetPointCloud,ReferencePointCloud,Affine) |
| POST-REGISTRATION CALCULATIONS(Transformation) |
| end while |
Algorithm 2 Affine FPFH

DATA PRE-CALCULATIONS(Volumetric_MRI)
while System Active do
    FAST POINT FEATURE HISTOGRAM(Target, Reference, Affine)
    POST-REGISTRATION CALCULATIONS(Translation)
end while

Algorithm 3 Nested ICP

DATA PRE-CALCULATIONS(Volumetric_MRI)
while System Active do
    for each level in the semantic tree do
        for each item in the level do
            Find a rigid transformation that is in addition to the rigid transformation of the parent
            ITERATIVE CLOSEST POINT(Target, Reference, Rigid)
        end for
    end for
    POST-REGISTRATION CALCULATIONS(Translation)
end while

Algorithm 4 Nested FPFH

DATA PRE-CALCULATIONS(Volumetric_MRI)
while System Active do
    for each level in the semantic tree do
        for each item in the level do
            Find a rigid transformation that is in addition to the rigid transformation of the parent
            FAST POINT FEATURE HISTOGRAM(Target, Reference, Rigid)
        end for
    end for
    POST-REGISTRATION CALCULATIONS(Translation)
end while
**Algorithm 5** Data Pre-Calculations

```plaintext
function Convert MRI to Surface(MRI)
   Convert volumetric data to surface data based on gradients
   Human confirms that surfaces are logical
end function

function Convert Surface to Point Cloud(Surface)
   Surface is sampled at regular interval to create Point Cloud
end function

function Create semantic tree(PointCloud)
   Human creates tree starting at organ level then subdividing each organ
   Each branch is labeled with it’s organ type, and whether or not it is touchable
end function

function Create K-D Tree(PointCloud)
   Subdivide until all points have a unique leaf
end function
```

**Algorithm 6** Post-Registration Calculations

```plaintext
for each point in the source point cloud do
   Find the closest point in the registered reference point cloud using K-D tree
   Nearest Neighbor Search(Point,ReferencePointCloud)
   SematicLabel ← ClosestPointLabel
end for

Find the closest ‘dangerous’ point in the target point cloud using K-D tree
Nearest Neighbor Search(Point,TargetPointCloudDangerous)
Evaluate end effector distance to nearest dangerous point
if Distance < Threshold then
   Emergency Stop
else
   Continue
end if
```
Algorithm 7 Iterative Closest Point

function Iterative Closest Point(Target, Reference, [Rigid/Affine])

while Change ≤ Epsilon do
    for each $\overrightarrow{p_i}$ in TargetPointCloud do
        find the closest point in the reference point cloud using K-D tree
        Nearest Neighbor Search($p_i$, ReferencePointCloud)
    end for
    for each $\overrightarrow{p_i}$ in TargetPointCloud do
        if Rigid then
            Estimate the minimum cost rotation and translation
            $\min_T \sum_{i=1}^{N} ||T(\overrightarrow{p_i}) - \overrightarrow{m_j}||_2^2$
            Where $T$ is a rigid transformation matrix
        else if Affine then
            Estimate the minimum cost rotation and translation
            $\min_T \sum_{i=1}^{N} ||T(\overrightarrow{p_i}) - \overrightarrow{m_j}||_2^2$
            Where $T$ is an affine transformation matrix
        end if
    end for
    for each point in the source point cloud do
        Transform the source points using the obtained transformation
        $\overrightarrow{p_i} \leftarrow T(\overrightarrow{p_i})$
    end for
end while
return Transformation
end function
Algorithm 8 Fast Point Feature Histogram

function **Fast Point Feature Histogram**(Target, Reference, [Rigid/Affine])

Generate K-D tree

for each $\vec{p}_i$ in ReferencePointCloud do

Find the neighbors in the target point cloud within radius $r$ using K-D tree

Nearest Neighbor Search($p_i$, ReferencePointCloud)

for each $j$ neighbor point in TargetPointCloud do

Calculate Simplified Point Feature (SPF), which relates to the feature used, such as the relative angles between the normals or the Euclidean distance

$SPF(\vec{p}_i) \leftarrow f(\vec{p}_i, \hat{n}_i, \vec{p}_j, \hat{n}_j)$

end for

end for

for each $\vec{p}_i$ in ReferencePointCloud do

Find the $k$ closest points in the target point cloud using K-D tree

Nearest Neighbor Search($p_i$, ReferencePointCloud)

for each $k$ neighbor point in TargetPointCloud do

Use the neighboring points to weight the histogram of point $i$

$FPFH(\vec{p}_i) \leftarrow SPF(\vec{p}_i) + \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{1}{w_k} SPF(\vec{p}_k)$

end for

end for

Use a 3D Hough grouping method that tries to maintain the same geometric relations of the correspondences of the points

return transformation

end function
Algorithm 9 Nearest Neighbor Search

function Nearest Neighbor Search(Point)
    Generate k-d tree
    for each level in the tree do
        Move down the tree recursively, going in the direction of the target point.
        if currentnode = leafnode then
            currentbest ← currentnode
        end if
    end for
    for each level in the tree do
        Move back up the tree recursively.
        if currentnode(closer than)currentbest then
            currentbest ← currentnode
            if the other child would have been better then
                Move back down the tree to the leaf
                currentbest ← currentnode
            end if
        end if
    end for
    return currentbest
end function
3.3 Setup

3.3.1 Scanning

For experiments 1 and 2, a high quality scan was taken of the silicone hand with the Artek 3D scanner. This was a rigid composite scan of the hand in a stationary pose, allowing maximum accuracy. The data was filtered to provide a smooth surface of the hand and remove outliers. The scan was then exported to a point cloud with 108,742 discrete points, to be used for the model.

The hand was then nonrigidly deformed manually, and scanned again with the Artek 3D scanner. The same composting filtering and outlier removal was performed, leading to a point cloud with 96,780 discrete points, to be used for the simulated scan. The undeformed and deformed states of the hand can be seen in Figure 3.9.

![Figure 3.9: Scans of hand in undeformed and deformed states.](image)

For experiment 3, a scan was collected with the SoftKinetic DS325 scanner in realtime to emulate time of flight scans through an endoscope. The scanner was stationary pointing at the hand on the scanning turntable. The scanner was turned on, collecting the raw depth scan data at 45Hz, as well as the confidence illumination data at 45Hz and color data from the RGB camera at 30Hz. The data was saved in a binary ROS bag file. This was collected for 59.3 seconds,
however at approximately the 500th depth frame the side of the hand that was collected for
the model became occluded, as the hand had rotated approximately 90 degrees at that point.
Therefore, only the first 500 frames were used for the experiment. The occlusion can be seen in
the results section at the end of the sample.

3.3.2 Preprocessing

The raw scan data for the model was imported to MATLAB to manually segment into sub
bodies. A custom user interface was developed to allow the user to draw lines around each
subsegment. Since the object was a hand, the first level of subdivision was the five fingers, the
palm, and the wrist. The user creating this first demarcation can be seen in Figure 3.10. These
seven segments were further subdivided in half. For the fingers, they were divided roughly in
half, between the first and second knuckles. The user creating this lower level demarcation
can be seen in Figure 3.11. This provided sufficient resolution for the fingers, so no further
subdivision was necessary. The palm was split diagonally, from the base of the pointer finger to
the opposite corner, allowing the base of the thumb to move as a single piece. The wrist was
divided roughly in half by dividing across the wrist, allowing sharper angles of the wrist.

These subdivided point clouds were saved to ASCII point cloud data files. Each layer was
saved separately, such that each point was saved three times, once in the parent file containing
all points, once in the second layer, and again in the third layer. The files were named such that
the name encoded the nested nature, and additional metadata was not needed to determine the
model makeup. The layers were one indexed, to allow zeros to denote an unused layer. This
allowed a file search to proceed until the next expected file was not found.

The ASCII point cloud data files are human readable, but not the most efficient storage
system. They also did not include estimated surface normals, which are needed by the FPFH
algorithm. Therefore, code was written to look first for a binary file and associated normal,
denoted by the "bin" suffix and the "nrm" suffix respectively. If the binary and/or normal file
were not found, the code would generate them from the ASCII file and save them for future use.
This allowed the faster binary load operation while keeping the human readable ASCII files for
manual inspection if needed.

3.3.3 Software

Other than preprocessing, all code was written in C++ to run in the ROS framework. This
allowed great flexibility in node connections, for example allowing real time demos as well as
analyzing simulated data.

Details of the software structure and code, as well as example depth images can be found in
3.3.4 Simulation

For experiments 1 and 2 a single point cloud generated by the Point Cloud Simulation and modified by the Nonrigid Matching node to add Gaussian noise and/or subsample the cloud to simulate lower resolution or further distance from target. Since experiments 1 and 2 require changing these two variables independently, it was decided to nest the loops of the two variables,
In order to convert the approximately uniformly distributed pseudo random numbers generated by the C library’s \texttt{rand()} function into a Gaussian distribution, the BoxMuller transform was used \cite{115, 116}. This sampling method generates pairs of independent, standard and normally distributed random numbers from the source of uniformly distributed random numbers. The algorithm takes in the Standard Deviation in the units desired for the output variable, and a mean or offset in the units desired for the output, which was set to zero. The algorithm
gives a pair of numbers, but one of them is discarded, to allow the function to return one value. It should be noted that the C library’s \texttt{rand()} function is not truly random, and only provides pseudorandomness \cite{117}, however it was decided that this was sufficient for these purposes as a sufficiently accurate representation of the sensor noise in the SoftKinetic. The noise in the SoftKinetic is shown to be primarily Gaussian in Figure 3.12, where the sensor was pointed perpendicularly at a flat plane for 60 seconds to evaluate noise.

![Figure 3.12: SoftKinetic noise is approximately Gaussian. Line shows fit of Gaussian distribution.](image)

To simulate lower resolution, a voxel grid filter was used, which reduces all points within each regularly gridded voxel into a single point as the mean of those points. This allows a regular resolution of the model without relying on a subset of the points.

### 3.3.5 Evaluation

To evaluate the relative merits of the algorithms, metrics were established. For experiments 1 and 2 the transformation that resulted from the fit was applied to the unaltered cloud, and then run through the evaluation. The time required to calculate the RMSE was not included in the algorithm runtime.
The first metric is Framerate, which is measured in Hz, which is the reciprocal of Runtime, which is measured in Seconds. The Boost library’s Posix Time class was used to evaluate the elapsed time of the algorithm in microseconds, which was then converted to seconds. This uses the computer’s realtime clock, which is not actually accurate to the microsecond, but should be accurate to the millisecond, which should be appropriate for the durations measured, especially as the average of up to 500 frames will be used. The runtime is a useful metric, and was recorded in the log files. However in post processing, the reciprocal of the runtime was taken, to be used as framerate. This was done to allow a more human readable and understandable value for a real-time algorithm, as well as to allow easier comparisons to the literature, as well as comparisons to the capture rates described in the Background section.

The second metric is Root Mean Squared Error, or RMSE, which is a standard metric of fits. This was chosen in lieu of other metrics such as $R^2$ because it provides a value in real world units, and is not skewed by the number of points in the sample. The Root Mean Squared Error also emphasizes large outliers, which is useful for showing a poor fit. The RMSE was calculated by taking the normal distance to the plane defined by the nearest point and its normal. This avoids subsampling errors at the expense of slower runtime, however as the RMSE was calculated outside of the runtime there was no downside.
3.4 Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reduced Resolution</td>
<td>Affine ICP, Affine FPFH, Nested ICP, Nested FPFH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gaussian Noise</td>
<td>Affine ICP, Affine FPFH, Nested ICP, Nested FPFH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Time of Flight Camera</td>
<td>Affine ICP, Affine FPFH, Nested ICP, Nested FPFH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>GPU Acceleration</td>
<td>Affine ICP, Affine ICP GPU, Nested ICP, Nested ICP GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Reverse Matching</td>
<td>Nested ICP GPU, Nested ICP GPU Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Algorithm Complexity</td>
<td>Affine ICP, Affine FPFH, Nested ICP, Nested FPFH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Size/Noise Sweep</td>
<td>Affine ICP, Affine FPFH, Nested ICP, Nested FPFH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>TOF Through Endoscope</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Experiment Dependant Variables.

For each experiment, each algorithm in Table 3.2 was run on the same data. The algorithms were not run in real time, however, since the framerate is dependent upon the hardware used, and would have provided fewer data points for the slower algorithms. Therefore the algorithms were allowed as much time as needed to process each frame, and the time required was recorded.

3.4.1 Experiment 1: Reduced Resolution

Experiment 1 will be to take a high quality scan of a silicone hand. The high quality scan will come from the Artek scanner to provide an accurate ground truth. The high quality scan will be used for the model, manually segmented. The pixel size will be incrementally increased to determine algorithm robustness to lowered resolution or distance from target. The metrics evaluated will be RMSE and Framerate. The algorithms will be compared to a control of no matching, keeping the initial guess. The best algorithm will be considered the one with the lowest RMSE and the highest Framerate.
3.4.2 Experiment 2: Gaussian Noise

Experiment 2 will be to take a high quality scan of a silicone hand. The high quality scan will come from the artek scanner to provide an accurate ground truth. The high quality scan will be used for the model, manually segmented. Gaussian noise will be incrementally added to determine algorithm robustness to sensor accuracy or external noise such as smoke or poor lighting. The metrics evaluated will be RMSE and Framerate. The algorithms will be compared to a control of no matching, keeping the initial guess. The best algorithm will be considered the one with the lowest RMSE and the highest Framerate.

3.4.3 Experiment 3: Time of Flight Camera

Experiment 3, which is the core experiment, will be to determine the accuracy of the algorithms with a realtime sensor. The same silicone hand will be used from Experiments 1 and 2. The same manually segmented model from Experiments 1 and 2 will be used, however the actual scan from a SoftKinetic DS325 time of flight scanner will be used to evaluate algorithms in a real-world setup as a surrogate for a time of flight used through an endoscope. The scans were recorded to disk to allow the same sensor stream to be run against each algorithm, as well as to allow the algorithms to run on each frame regardless of the algorithm speed. The metrics evaluated will be RMSE and Framerate. The algorithms will be compared to a control of no matching, which keeps the initial guess. The best algorithm will be considered the one with the lowest RMSE and the highest Framerate.
3.5 Auxiliary Experiments

In addition to the three primary experiments carried out as detailed above, additional experiments were performed due to interesting results found during the course of the project.

3.5.1 Experiment A: GPU Acceleration

Although implementation of rigid iterative closest point has already been shown, for example by [113], it was desired to implement it for the affine algorithm, as well as the nested rigid algorithm, in order to show that the algorithms are capable of being sped up through parallelization. Therefore, GPU implementations of the Affine ICP and Nested Rigid ICP were implemented, to show that they are capable of running in real-time. The FPFH algorithm could have benefited from GPU, but since parts of it were already running multi-threaded with OpenMP, and since preliminary results showed vastly inferior accuracy, it was decided not to implement them on the GPU. The metrics evaluated will be RMSE and Framerate. The algorithms will be compared to a control of the CPU version of ICP. The hypothesis is that RMSE will stay approximately the same, and the Framerate will increase by an order of magnitude.

3.5.2 Experiment B: Reverse Matching

A choice was made in terms of which cloud would have the KD-Tree made of it. This required a trade off. The standard option, or forward-matching as it will be called here, is to make a KD-Tree of the scanned cloud upon first collection. Then the algorithm will search through the model, using that tree to find the closest point in the scanned cloud. This required a KD-Tree the size of the scan.

The second option, or reverse-matching as it will be called here, is to make a KD-Tree of each layer of the model. The algorithm will search through the scan, using that tree to find the closest point in the current layer of the model. This requires more KD-Trees, but each can be smaller than in the forward-matching method, especially as the lower levels of the model are reached, leading to much faster searches, at the expense of more tree building.

This test was only implemented on the GPU version of the nested ICP algorithm, so the experiment will be to compare the GPU Nested ICP to the Reverse GPU Nested ICP algorithm. The metrics evaluated will be RMSE and Framerate. The algorithms will be compared to a control of the CPU version of ICP. The hypothesis is that RMSE will stay the same, and the Framerate will increase slightly for the Reverse version.
3.5.3 Experiment C: Algorithm Complexity

The theoretical algorithmic complexity of the algorithms are at least $O(n)$, possibly up to $O(n \times \log(n))$ due to the requirements of search. Experiment 1 allows an indirect testing of this theoretical complexity due to the fact that the number of points is changed by the downsample voxel size. Since the scan is a 3D surface, the downsampling should reduce the number of points inversely proportional to the voxel size squared. The hypothesis is that the rate of the algorithms will increase proportionally to the square of the voxel size.

3.5.4 Experiment D: Size/Noise Sweep

The combination of experiments 1 and 2 allowed a more complete analysis of the two variables, resolution and added noise, by testing all permutations of the two variables. For example, testing a combination of high noise and low resolution. A subset of this data is presented for experiments 1 and 2, however all data was recorded and is presented as an auxiliary experiment.

3.5.5 Experiment E: Time of Flight through Endoscope

Although the functionality and accuracy of time of flight distance sensing through an endoscope has been proven elsewhere \cite{44} it was desired to perform an independent test of the feasibility of doing so. Therefore a full analysis of time of flight through an endoscope was not required, but a test was designed to show the successful determination of depth with the commercially available DS325 depth camera.

The first thing to test was transmission of the laser pulse through the endoscope’s optical fibers. The time of flight camera only needs a pulsed flash to be visible, with no structure required, so therefore the laser light being transmitted through the optical fibers should be functionally identical to the laser light being transmitted in open air, other than the change in speed due to traveling through glass, traveling at approximately two thirds of the speed through the air due to index of refraction difference, causing objects to seem further away. The experiment was determined to be to channel the laser pulse from the laser through the fibers of an endoscope, and block as much as possible from going anywhere else. The pulse would be observed through the air, to only test transmission through the laser. The evaluation of success would be to look at the confidence/intensity image and determine if the light was in fact emerging from the end of the optical fibers.

The second test was receiving the signal through the rigid optics of the endoscope. To test this the laser pulse was allowed to emanate through an alternate optical fiber bundle, a SCHOTT 250-101 Flexible Light Guide (SCHOTT Lighting and Imaging, Mainz, Germany), since the input port to the endoscope’s optical fibers is not aligned to the input of the rigid optics. The
return signal would be viewed through the endoscope’s rigid optics. Since the endoscope requires a quite narrow field of view, the resultant image would take up a small portion of the image without corrective optics, but this was determined to be adequate to evaluate the functionality.

The endoscope would be pointed at an inclined plane, and evaluation would be to look for a gradient in the raw depth image. Actual depth values would be ignored, since the index of refraction for the glass lenses will significantly alter the speed of light, and a new calibration would have to be performed if the system were to be fully implemented, as in [44]. The da Vinci endoscope was used because the placement of the laser diode was so close to the depth camera that a regular endoscope image was washed out by bleed-through. However, the da Vinci endoscope has two channels for stereoscopic vision, so the interface is much closer to the edge. The fiber optics used to transmit the laser diode light were not actually the fiber optics contained in the endoscope, since the relative placement of the endoscope’s fiber bundle was not conducive to the setup. Therefore an off the shelf ‘light pipe’ for directing high power inspection lights was used in parallel to the endoscope to carry the modulated laser diode light.
Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Primary Results

4.1.1 Experiment 1: Reduced Resolution

This experiment was designed to determine the speed and accuracy trade-off for each algorithm, by reducing the resolution of the scan to speed up the algorithm. The average framerate for each algorithm is shown in Table 4.1, where the affine ICP shows the highest framerate value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ICP</th>
<th>FPFH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Affine Transformation</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Rigid Transformation</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Experiment 1: Average Framerate [Hz].

The Rate for each algorithm is plotted in Figure 4.1.
The accuracy of each algorithm was also recorded for each algorithm at the same range of pixel sizes. The Root Mean Squared Error for each algorithm is plotted in Figure 4.2. The ICP algorithms do not show a noticeable decrease in accuracy until above 3mm pixel size, and even then it is slight. The FPFH algorithms both converge to the a line of approximately 7.5mm RMSE at around 2mm pixel size.
4.1.2 Experiment 2: Gaussian Noise

This experiment was designed to determine algorithm robustness to sensor accuracy or external noise such as smoke or poor lighting, by adding Gaussian noise to the sensor readings for each algorithm. The average RMSE for each algorithm is shown in Table 4.2, where the nested ICP shows the lowest RMSE value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ICP</th>
<th>FPFH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Affine Transformation</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Rigid Transformation</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Experiment 2: Average RMSE [mm].

The rate of the algorithms can be seen in Figure 4.3, where there is not a significant change
in the rate with respect to the standard deviation of the noise.

![Figure 4.3: Experiment 2 Framerate Results](image)

Since the standard deviation has little effect on the rate, as well as the wide variation between the rates of the different algorithms, it is more instructive to look at Figure 4.4, which shows the mean rate for each algorithm. This shows the significant impact that the nested strategy imposes upon the rate, although this could be made up for with differences in accuracy.

![Figure 4.4: Experiment 2 Framerate Average](image)

The accuracy of each algorithm was also recorded for each algorithm at the same range of
standard deviation of added noise. The Root Mean Squared Error for each algorithm is plotted
in Figure 4.5. Both of the FPFH algorithms performed significantly worse than 7.5mm, which is
where a control algorithm using only the prior fit would be, showing that while they converged
to a solution they did not provide a reasonable fit to the model. The Affine version of the FPFH
algorithm did show convergence at some points which provided a slight benefit compared to
control, but it never outperformed any of the ICP algorithms. The nested versions of the ICP
algorithms showed a significant benefit in terms of RMSE, but did come at a speed cost.

![Figure 4.5: Experiment 2 RMSE Results with variable added noise](image)

4.1.3 Experiment 3: Time of Flight Camera

This experiment was designed to test the real-world limits of the algorithms using a commercial
off the shelf sensor to measure the actual object. The rate of the algorithms can be seen in Figure
4.6. This shows roughly the same relationship as in Figure 4.4, however the FPFH algorithms
failed to converge, increasing their apparent speed at the expense of accuracy.
The accuracy of the algorithms was broadly the same as in the first two experiments, except that the real world data did not provide as accurate of an initial guess, leading to a more skewed RMSE for the FPFH data that did not converge. The nested ICP algorithms again provided an improvement in accuracy over the non nested variants.

The time series of Experiment 3 provides some interesting insights, and is shown in Figure 4.8. This shows the changes in the algorithms around the 200 frame mark, where the target
began moving. It also shows the point near the end, starting around the 400 frame mark, where the target becomes occluded. This shows that the nested algorithms are more robust to the partial occlusion at the beginning but still fail to compensate once the hand is fully occluded at the end.

![Figure 4.8: Experiment 3 RMSE Time Series](image)

**4.2 Secondary Results**

**4.2.1 Experiment A: GPU Acceleration**

The benefits of GPU computing are clearly visible in Figure 4.9, where essentially the same algorithm shows an order of magnitude speedup by running on the GPU as opposed to running on a single core of the CPU.
The GPU algorithms did however show a slightly different RMSE than the equivalent CPU versions of the algorithm in Figure 4.10, showing the small differences in the coding of the algorithms, most likely reflecting the differences in the matching algorithms.
4.2.2 Experiment B: Reverse Matching

The reverse matching did not show a speed improvement over the forward matching, in fact as shown in Figure 4.11 the reverse algorithm ran significantly slower than the standard matching algorithm, for the Nested GPU variant. Also, the reverse GPU nested does not have any measurable difference to the forward nested GPU algorithm, since the direction of fit only changes the time taken, and does not change the solution found, therefore the RMSE was the same for the forward and reverse matching algorithms.

![Figure 4.11: Reverse Match Framerate Comparison](image)

4.2.3 Experiment C: Algorithm Complexity

The rate of the algorithms can be seen in Figure 4.12, where there is an increase in rate as the pixel size increases. This is because the algorithms are mostly $O(n)$ where $n \propto 1/(PixelSize)^2$ so one would expect the lines in Figure 4.1 to increase $Rate \propto (PixelSize)^2$. 
Figure 4.12: $O(n)$ Complexity Validation. The dots represent data from Experiment 1, and the lines are a least squares fit assuming $O(n)$

### 4.2.4 Experiment D: Size/Noise Sweep

In the interest of completeness, a combination of experiments 1 and 2 was performed where all permutations of the two variables were tested. As can be seen in Figure 4.13, for the case of the CPU ICP algorithm, no significant variations were seen in the full 2D sweep, with the metrics changing smoothly. The time metric appears constant across the RMSE dimension of the sweep.
Figure 4.13: ICP Noise Resolution Study
4.2.5 Experiment E: Time of Flight through Endoscope

The first test was to see if the modulated laser light could be sent through fiber optic lines. The modulated laser light was transmitted through the optical fibers, and the resulting glow was detected in the ‘confidence map,’ which shows the intensity of the light to be within the normal operating range, and the ‘depth map,’ which shows the depth being measured, as is shown in Fig.4.15.
Figure 4.15: View of laser diode light being transmitted through endoscope optical fibers

The results of the test show the proper distances measured to within a few centimeters. The target plane was placed at an angle, so that the relative depth measurements at different points could be discerned, as is shown in Fig.4.16. The color gradient corresponds to different distances, showing that the endoscope optics and the optical fibers did not inhibit the system’s ability to measure distances by time of flight. The standard optics of the depth camera were used, which led to a much larger field of view than was necessary, which is visible in the figure as the small circle in the center of the image.

Figure 4.16: View of laser diode light being transmitted through endoscope optics and optical fibers. Color gradient corresponds to inclined plane being observed
Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Primary Experiment Analysis

All algorithms from all experiments can be seen in Figure 5.1. The lower left hand corner represents the ideal algorithm, while the upper and rightmost points represent the worst performing algorithms. Visually, there is a clear left-right separation between the ICP algorithms and the FPFH algorithms, where all ICP algorithms outperformed all FPFH algorithms in RMSE. In Runtime it is less clear, with the FPFH algorithms not always slower than the ICP algorithms. The algorithm that performed the best in terms of speed was the Affine ICP. The algorithm that performed the best in terms of accuracy was the Nested ICP. The margins in each metric are within an order of magnitude of each other, so therefore there is no clear winner, as the algorithm will be chosen based on the application. However, due to the unrelenting force of Moore’s Law [118, 119], the accuracy metric could be given priority, as the calculations involved are embarrassingly parallel, so sufficient speed only requires sufficient computing power. Also the nested ICP can provided better semantic labeling, leading to an improved situational awareness and better knowledge of the boundary areas between semantically labeled sections.

The Fast Point Feature Histograms were inferior to ICP in every contest. In many cases, there were not enough reliable features in the data to provide a match, and although this provided a speed boost to the FPFH algorithm, it performed badly in RMSE. This is likely due in some part to the human shapes being used being feature poor. Additionally, the low quality and resolution of the real-time scanner and the reduced resolution and increased noise rapidly made the already poorly performing algorithm fail, as can be seen clearly in Figure 4.5, where below 1.5mm pixel size the FPFH algorithm is at least improving on the control, but still not doing as well as ICP at a slower rate. Beyond 1.5mm, insufficient features were found and
the default transformation remains the one used, which is equivalent to an RMSE of 7.5mm. Therefore the points above 8mm RMSE for the nested FPFH actually show a worse fit than a control with no fit whatsoever. Insufficient features are even more of a problem in the nested variant, as each nesting level takes a subset of the model, linearly reducing the number of features available. Therefore this algorithm is not recommended for nonrigid tracking of human anatomy with current hardware. Future time-of-flight scanners may be able to create more feature rich models, and computing power may improve to allow real-time use of this algorithm, but at the current time the algorithm fails to provide any benefit. Also there simply may not be enough geometric features in human anatomy to facilitate tracking based on features alone. Future work
will likely need to include high resolution RGB textures to extract additional features from the color space to be combined with geometric data.

Semantic labeling provides significant advantages in terms of providing context for performing desired actions safely and smoothly. While the Affine versions of the algorithms could be used to provide some semantic labeling, the nested rigid transformations provided a better labeling of the different preregistered regions. It also provided a more clear transition area, including showing whether the transition area between two different labeled regions was an overlapping transition, or whether there was an unidentified area between the regions. This could provide additional confidence feedback, for example too much overlap or too much unidentified area between the regions could be interpreted as a sign that the model was failing to adequately describe the scene.

The nested rigid transformation, as implemented here, provided no limits to drift of lower level nested regions. At its most extreme, there were cases during testing where a finger match jumped over to be fit to an adjacent finger. This was rare, due to the use of a prior, but could be further avoided by providing a penalty for translating or rotating too far beyond the parent. This could be implemented as a hard stop or as a scaling cost to be incorporated along with the other fit parameters.

5.2 Secondary Analysis

5.2.1 GPU Acceleration

For the point cloud sizes used, GPU computing provides a clear advantage with minimal downsides. It provides an order of magnitude increase in framerate, for example going from $0.8Hz$ to $11Hz$ in Experiment 2 Figure 4.4, while providing essentially the same accuracy, other than differences due to the programming of the two algorithms. The only cautionary note, is that the overhead can quickly dominate, diluting the gains from the GPU computing. This includes overhead which could be parallelized, such as preparing the point cloud or testing the matches, as well as fixed overhead that is inherent to the system, such as the overhead of transferring the data to and from the GPU, and waiting for stray cores to finish. These diminishing returns can clearly be seen in Figure 4.14 (top right) where the code is unable to run faster than $20Hz$. GPU computing requires more work and is difficult to debug, but it is clearly worth pursuing in this scenario.
5.2.2 Reverse Matching
The reverse matching scheme was not successful at speeding up the algorithm, and had no noticeable effect on fit quality, therefore it is not recommended that this method be pursued further unless orders of magnitude changes in cloud size are encountered, at which time it may be worth re-evaluating this method.

5.2.3 Algorithm Complexity
The theoretical algorithmic complexity of the algorithms was broadly confirmed by the experiments as shown in Figure 4.12. The fits were not perfect, but were close enough to imply that the order of the algorithmic complexity theoretically calculated was true in practice. For the GPU algorithms, the constant time portions of the algorithm rapidly dominated, not allowing the code to run faster than approximately $20Hz$, implying that the constant portions of the code have significant room for improvement.

5.2.4 Size/Noise Sweep
The complete sweep of resolution and noise did not provide much further insight when compared to the experiments as run separately, as they showed relatively predictable and linear extrapolations from the experimental data. The additional time and effort to run the complete sweep was minor, and showed that there were no surprises in the rest of the space validating the choices of the experiment 1 and 2 subsets used.

5.2.5 TOF Through Endoscope
The test of the functionality of a time of flight camera through an endoscope provided a good initial validation of the idea of using a time of flight camera through an endoscope, which has been more deeply investigated elsewhere [45, 44].
Chapter 6

Smart Skin

This chapter is a reproduction of an article submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Robotics journal. As such it was designed to be able to stand alone, and contains its own abstract, background, results, and interpretation. The relevance of this work to the wider thesis goal and body is discussed in the Chapter 8 Conclusion.

6.1 Abstract

Safe, intuitive human-robot interaction requires robots to intelligently interface with their environments. We introduce a stretchable smart skin sensor that provides this function. Stretchability allows it to conform to nearly arbitrary surfaces. It senses contact over nearly the entire surface, localizes contact position with sub-centimeter accuracy, and provides an estimate of the contact force. Our approach exclusively employs stretchable, flexible materials resulting in accurate position sensing when stretched up to 133%. We exploit novel carbon nanotube elastomers to create a two-dimensional potentiometer surface. Finite element simulations validate two independent simplified polynomial surface models to enable real-time processing on a basic microcontroller with no supporting electronics. The skin can be scaled up to arbitrary sizes with only five electrodes. We designed, implemented, calibrated, and tested a prototype smart skin as a tactile sensor on a robot for sensing unexpected physical interactions. We experimentally demonstrate its utility in collaborative robotic applications by showing its potential to enable safer, more intuitive human-robot interaction.
6.2 Introduction

Robotic systems in industrial, home, and medical applications have increasingly required the ability to work safely in collaborative environments with humans. In order to safely work around humans, multiple sensing modalities and joint configurations have been utilized with varying levels of success [120]. The primary need in this field is an affordable, modular sensing system—such as a skin with minimal wiring—that could be applied to any robotic link regardless of geometry and material. Ideally, like human skin, this system should detect physical contact, localize its position on the link, and assess the magnitude of the force [121].

By covering each link of a robotic arm with a tactile sensing skin, robots could gain increased awareness of their physical interactions with unpredictable environments or human activity. This would enable humans and robots to collaborate more safely and intuitively in a variety of situations. For example, in robotic surgery, human arms and robotic manipulators must compete for access to a highly constrained workspace. A surgeon and scrub nurse can communicate the need for space through touch by letting their arms collide and remain in contact. Unlike a traditional robot, the surgeon can intuitively push and the nurse will temporarily move away to allow access without the need for explicit verbal communication.

Several industrial robots have utilized ‘soft’ joint configurations to avoid harmful collisions. The Baxter Robot (Rethink Robotics, Boston, MA) employs motor-driven spring joints that require added complexity and specialized designs. These specialized joints also complicate controls algorithms. Other methods have included computer vision algorithms for collision avoidance, however computer vision algorithms typically suffer from line-of-sight and accuracy limitations.

Prior art has also considered smart skins: flexible materials embedded with force or position sensors that can be molded to different geometries. Several attempts at smart skins have utilized arrays of rigid force sensors embedded in flexible media such as a flexible printed circuit board or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) silicone. Force sensors include standard strain gauges [122], piezoresistive sensors [123], capacitive force sensors [124], and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sensors [125]. The issue with the use of rigid sensors in flexible media is that the device is still not stretchable. A second issue with sensor arrays is that contact position and force data are limited to tactile pixels (taxels): finite locations separated by deadzones. Even as sensors get smaller, sensing is limited to discrete positions in the 2D plane. Moreover there is a linear increase in the number of electrodes ($2n^2$) for increases in sensing area ($n \times n$), even if multiplexed.

Given the shortcomings in rigid sensor arrays, research groups have instead focused on developing flexible sensor pads for smart skin sensing applications. Choi et al. designed a tactile sensor based on $0.5mm^2$ PVDF sensor arrays embedded in polyester film [126]. While these small PVDF sensors allow more flexibility than the larger sensor arrays, they still suffer from large numbers of electrodes. Papakostas et al. also developed a flexible tactile sensor comprised
of polyester sheets embedded with a grid of silver-polymer conductive traces [127]. The grid contacts form a piezoresistive force sensor. The grid of conductive traces allows for flexibility in both the sensors and medium. However, this solution still requires $n^2$ electrodes for an $n \times n$ sensor array. Park et al. developed an interlocked micro-structure skin formed from PDMS designed to mimic human-skin [128]. This approach also provides an estimate of shear force via resistance sensing.

Another novel approach has been the use conductive liquids (Eutectic Gallium-Indium) embedded in microchannels within PDMS [129]. The use of conductive liquids does permit truly stretchable materials. In this approach the sensing apparatus required specific geometric designs and therefore was limited to discrete (non-continuous) sensing pads. In order to cover the smoothly curving, swept geometry of robotic arms such as the Kuka LBR (KUKA Roboter GmbH, Augsburg, Germany) or the Baxter, a smart skin needs to be both flexible and stretchable. A stretchable two-dimensional skin that conforms to arbitrary geometries is also easier to manufacture than 3-dimensional skins specifically made to fit a particular robot geometry.

Pugach et al. have proposed a method involving conductive rubber sheets created by mixing carbon into the material [130]. Using electrical impedance tomography, a series of many electrodes situated around the perimeter of the conductive surface are used to sense and localize tactile force. While this group was able to achieve successful calibration and sensing using this method, this design suffers drawbacks such as the requirement that forces be applied by conductive materials which is not the case in typical collaborative environments. This approach does not scale well with large areas while maintaining spatial and temporal resolution. The electrodes situated around the perimeter require the number of interconnected wires to scale by $4n$ for $n^2$ discrete taxels. Additionally it is unclear whether this design can endure the necessary stretching for conforming to varied robotic link geometry.

Lacasse et al. demonstrated a flexible skin sensor based on carbon black (CB) filled silicone and conductive fabric [131]. The CB silicone and conductive fabric is then cut into individual strips and woven to form a sensing grid of discrete taxels. The resistance in each discrete sensor in the grid is then independently measured using an inverting amplifier. A considerable merit of this approach is that it is stretchable. However, the use of discrete sensors remains a drawback in terms of discrete position sensing and potential for dead zones. The discrete sensors again require a large number of wire interconnects ($2n$ wires for $n^2$ discrete taxels). Additionally the use of silicone PDMS carbon black as a force sensor requires system identification and dynamic calibration due to the visco-elastic properties of silicone that confound force measurement with time. This negatively impacts the variety of geometry available, ease of manufacturing, and complexity of electronics and processing required.

To date, there exists no inexpensive, stretchable skin sensor that is simultaneously 1) scalable
(e.g. constant electrode count for increased surface area without decrease in temporal resolution or relative spatial position resolution); 2) provides continuous force and position sensing (without dead zones or limited taxels); 3) can be easily manufactured; 4) requires minimal electronics and processing, and 5) can be easily adapted to fit modern robot link surfaces. In prior work we proposed a solution: a flexible, stretchable smart skin sensor [132]. We exploit a novel carbon nanotube (CNT) doped PDMS elastomer sheet to meet these needs by implementing a 2D potentiometer similar to the work initially proposed by Walz et al. as a low-cost tool-tissue tracking method for surgical simulation [133]. In this work we characterize the accuracy, flexibility, and limitations of this sensor and demonstrate its utility in collaborative robotic applications.

A preliminary version of some of this work was presented in [134], where we presented the linear position method and a cubic force fit, as well as emergency stop and evasive action experiments. This paper additionally provides an alternative and independent diagonal position method, as well as an improved neural network model for estimating force including differentiation between low and high forces. Importantly, this paper now also evaluates the quality of the positional sensing over stretches up to 133% and the piezoresistive effects of stretch on bulk resistance, investigating and substantiating the claim of skin stretchability which was unsubstantiated in the original work. Additionally this paper shows a more detailed, confirmatory analysis of the microstructure of the skin and uses Akaike Information Criterion to rigorously evaluate the polynomial fit order.

6.3 Methods

The smart skin development consists of four primary components: the physical sensor, the electronics and algorithms, an optional offline finite element simulation, and the calibration routine. These components are outlined in the following section.

6.3.1 Sensor Design

The proposed smart skin sensor consists of three layers of flexible, stretchable materials (Fig. 6.1).

The top layer (Ag-nylon) is silver-coated conductive fabric (Medtex, Statex Productions, Bremen, Germany). The middle layer is non-conductive perforated cloth (Powermesh Fabric, 99% polyester, 1% spandex). The bottom layer (See Fig. 6.2b for detail) consists of a 1.75mm PDMS substrate with a uniform, bonded 100µm CNT-PDMS coating (7-SIGMA Inc., Minneapolis MN). The layers are cut into the desired pad dimensions (14.7x14.7cm, Fig. 6.2a) then bonded via non-conductive PDMS adhesive (7-SIGMA).
Figure 6.1: Smart skin exploded view with layers. (1) Ag. Nylon (2) Perforated Layer (3) PDMS-CNT Layer ($\approx 50\mu m$ thick) (4) PDMS Substrate (1.5 mm thick) (5) Stretchable Contact (Ag Nylon + PDMS-CNT) (6) Stretchable Adhesive

The electrodes are cut into $1cm$-radius quarter circles from silver conductive cloth infused with the CNT-PDMS resin material and heat cured onto the bottom layer (Fig. 6.2). A single wire is then conductively bonded to each cloth electrode. A contact resistance of about $500\Omega$ is achieved while maintaining stretchable and flexible mechanical properties at the electrode locations. In this embodiment, the bottom layer exhibits an overall resistance of approximately $1.85k\Omega$ between corner electrodes.

The CNT-PDMS was imaged with an SU8230 Ultra-high Resolution cold field emission Scanning Electron Microscope (Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo Japan) to evaluate the consistency and protrusion of the CNT’s within the PDMS-CNT sheet. A small sample was prepared for SEM that exhibited both a mechanically torn-off and sheared-off region to investigate both cross sectional and surface distributions. No observable differences were noted between cross sectional regions obtained by tearing (shown, Fig. 6.5) or shearing (not shown). An overview image was first taken of the transition region between surface and cross-sectional edge achieved via tearing, Fig. 6.3 (left) and a close up of the edge (right). A typical region of interest on both the torn edge and sheet surface was identified for enhanced magnification to detail the CNT behavior at the sheet surface (Fig. 6.4) and within the edge (Fig. 6.5). Note that the higher voltage used in (Fig. 6.4) should provide more penetration further beyond past the surface boundary to reveal deeper structures. From Fig. 6.4, it appears that exposed CNT fibers occur within a typical spacing of roughly $10\mu m$. The fact that the CNT protrudes in a hairlike fashion from the surface allows the contact resistance to vary sufficiently for forces estimation, as shown later.

To quantitatively analyze human interaction a synthetic replica of an adult male index finger was created by casting A35 durometer silicone rubber (PlatSil 71-35, Polytek Development,
Figure 6.2: (a) The assembled smart skin with bonded zippers for easier attachment, (b) A close-up of the PDMS substrate with CNT stripes to indicate stretch, and (c) A close-up of CNT PDMS conductive cloth contact detail.

Easton, PA) to emulate typical human tactile interaction. A 6.5mm diameter wooden dowel was inserted in the finger for internal skeletal structure and repeatable attachment to load cells.

6.3.2 Electronics and Algorithm Design

In order to achieve a high degree of accuracy using the least amount of wires, four conductive nodes were attached to the smart skin, one at each corner. The four corner electrodes (nodes) and top fabric layer were wired directly to programmable GPIO pins of a simple microcontroller (ATmega328, Atmel Corporation, San Jose CA). The microcontroller allows changing each node to either \(V_{dd}\), ground, high impedance or analog input. For position measurements,
Figure 6.3: SEM overview of carbon nanotube-doped silicone skin sample (left) with a torn edge at 0.6kV x450 magnification in 1.9 mm LM(UL) mode. The detail image (right) shows a close up view of the torn edge with an apparent higher concentration of nanotube ends visible there than at the sheet surface at 0.6kV x3.50k magnification in 2.0mm LA0(U) mode; the yellow boxes indicate the approximate region shown it the detail images immediately below.

Figure 6.4: SEM detail image of sheet surface region showing carbon nanotube matrix embedded within silicone and exposed CNT ends protruding from surface (15.0kV x10.0k magnification in 5.1mm SE(U) mode).

the microcontroller was programmed such that the top fabric layer acts as a high impedance analog-to-digital converter and the CNT skin is rapidly pulsed in alternating configurations. Two adjacent terminals were set to $V_{dd}$, while the other two were set to ground. The conductive fabric voltage was measured, then the voltage values were rotated clockwise and the voltage measured again. The final two iterations were simply the opposite of the first two, providing another data point to average with the first. These two primary direction voltages are seen as the first two rows in Table 6.1 and the node/pin assignments in Fig. 6.6.

For force estimation, the top fabric was set to either $V_{dd}$ or ground. One of the nodes was used
as an analog-to-digital converter in order to measure the ratio of contact resistance to the bulk resistance of the pad. The contact resistance is proportional to the contact force: higher forces result in lower contact resistance for a constant contact area but more finger force also allows more perforated holes to make contact, increasing the effective contact area. The setup can be rotated in a similar manner to the directional setup, and additionally the node configuration can be flipped. The fabric can be either $V_{dd}$ or ground, yielding a total of 16 permutations (of which eight are merely opposites). A combination of the eight is utilized in the force estimation, in order to utilize the maximum dynamic range across the pad.

Since the force estimation and position estimation algorithms require different node setups, each estimation cannot be taken simultaneously. However by electronically switching the electrode values, position and force can be read in an alternating fashion. This allows a minimum setup that can be very small, for example if an ATTiny85 (Atmel Corporation, San Jose CA) were to be utilized, the setup shown in Fig. 6.7 would be sufficient, with only 5 wires and one
microprocessor. The switching and reading for each mode requires approximately 1ms. This allows minimal force and position information readings of 3ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Fabric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{vert}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{horiz}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{vert}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{horiz}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{diag1}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{diag2}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{diag1}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{diag2}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>ADC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Permutations used for position. Top four rows use linear method, bottom four rows use diagonal method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Fabric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{f1}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{f2}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{f3}$</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{f4}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{f1}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{f2}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{f3}$</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd} - V_{f4}$</td>
<td>HiZ</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>Gnd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Permutations used for force.

The system was assumed third-order, since it was adequately described by a two by three polynomial surface with voltage as a function of positions in section 6.3.3. The inverse mapping, with position as a function of voltages is thus expected to also follow a third order polynomial, and the equation for the position is a two by three polynomial surface with cross terms, where the third order term goes along the direction in question (Eq. 6.1). For example, to calculate
Figure 6.7: Minimal smart skin setup requires supporting interface electronics between microcontroller and skin pad.

$X$, the $V_{\text{horiz}}$ that increases is used as the third-order term:

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} V_h^3 & V_h^2 V_v & V_h V_v^2 & V_h^2 & V_v^2 & V_h & V_v & 1 \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} a_7 & a_6 & a_5 & a_4 & a_3 & a_2 & a_1 & a_0 \end{bmatrix}^T.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

This equation was fitted to the calibration data, then implemented in the microcontroller to provide real-time position data to the robot controller for the collaborative interaction experiment.

The relation between node voltages and applied force was not found to have parametric model. Instead we utilized a Neural Network (NN) regression to relate the node voltage to the applied force. For this approach we used the eight permutations found in Table 6.2. Using a known applied force we then fit the NN regression weights in a three layer NN setup. Hidden layer 1 consisted of ten nodes, hidden layer 2 consisted of five nodes and the output consisted of one node. The two hidden layers utilized a sigmoid activation function while the output node used a pure linear activation function. The calibration data for force was collected and used in a standard back-propagation scheme to train the model. The feedforward model was then implemented in the microcontroller.

In many robotic cases, estimation of continuous force values is not necessary, instead it is often preferable to provide alerts when force values exceed a threshold or assume certain discrete force levels. We additionally used the force estimation from the NN regression to estimate three discrete force levels: Low Force ($2.5N < F < 7.5N$), High Force ($12.5N < F < 17.5N$), and No Force ($F < 0.5N$). This information is then either sent to a relay on the robot’s emergency stop circuit for the emergency stop experiment, or used to verify the validity of touch for the
collaborative interaction experiment.

### 6.3.3 Finite Element Modeling and Simulation

The position sensing algorithm was based on a finite element model of conduction diffusion. We modified the approach of [133] to create a finite element model of the voltage as a function of two-dimensional position with a rectangular 14.7cm × 14.7cm Neumann boundary and quarter-circle pads (1cm radius) as Dirichlet boundaries. MATLAB’s (MathWorks Natick, MA) Partial Differential Equation toolbox numerically solved the DC conduction diffusion problem: \(-\nabla \cdot (\sigma \nabla(V)) = q\), \(E = \nabla(V)\), with \(V = 5\text{volts}\) and a mesh of \(n = 10417\) nodes. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.8 for a single linear permutation of corner electrode voltages, and in Fig. 6.9 for a single diagonal permutation.

![Finite element simulation with linear sweep.](image)

To enable real-time processing on a microcontroller we employed a simplified polynomial surface model using least squares regression with bisquare robustness correction to fit coefficients. Given the odd and even symmetry displayed in Fig. 6.8 we chose cubic and quadratic terms. Because of this lowest-possible model complexity (polynomial order) for the observed curvature, we adopted this polynomial model to represent the complexity of our mapping between two-dimensional measured voltages and positions.

While a fit of the predicted voltage at a given point, as [133] showed, is useful, for the skin application the inverse solution was what was actually needed, so that for a given observed voltage a position estimate could be given. This was achieved by simply fitting the X and Y dimensions each to a 3rd order polynomial of the voltages \(V_1\) and \(V_2\), which are explained further in Table 6.1. The fitting of the polynomial for X is shown in Fig. 6.10 where the white area
Figure 6.9: Finite element simulation with diagonal sweep.

Figure 6.10: Inverse mapping of linear voltages to position (white area does not map to workspace, i.e. it indicates voltage combinations that were never observed).

represents voltage combinations not present the simulation.

To evaluate the level of overfitting we ran an Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) analysis to determine which terms from the full 3rd order polynomial with crossterms were required and which were extraneous (Eq. 6.2). We used the residual sum of squares (RSS) to evaluate a models maximum likelihood estimate. Fig. 6.12 shows the diminishing returns beyond eight terms, corresponding to a 3rd order by 2nd order polynomial with cross terms.

\[
AIC = 2k + n \ln \left( \frac{RSS}{n} \right)
\]  

(6.2)

In addition to the linear sweep method from [133] we found that a diagonal sweep, holding
the other two corners at high impedance, provided a similar level of quality to the linear method, with the same polynomial order.

To evaluate the level of overfitting we again ran an AIC analysis to determine which terms from the polynomial were required and which were extraneous. Fig. 6.13 shows the diminishing returns beyond nine terms, corresponding to a 3rd order by 2nd order polynomial with cross terms.

These two methods can also be combined into a single least squares fit, which provides a very small benefit in simulation, but can be used in the physical system to reduce Gaussian error by
using four separate readings instead of just two.

### 6.3.4 Experimental Design

The proposed smart skin was evaluated through a series of experiments to validate our inverse kinematic model and to assess utility with regards to collaborative robotics. A variety of calibration routines were required to validate this inverse model. The first calibration routine was performed for the 2D position of force application. The second calibration routine fit the parameters for the force magnitude. The third calibration routine validated the inverse kinematic model with the skin in multiple stretched states.

**Experiment 1**  In order to calibrate the 2D position sensing, a routine was established wherein a fixed force was applied to the skin in known locations along a regular 2D grid. The known x-y locations and the measured voltage potentials were recorded for each point on the grid. This data was then applied to a BiSquare least squares fit in MATLAB in order to fit to the 3rd order polynomial described in Section 6.3.2.

In order to apply a known force in a known x-y grid, a custom robotic arm, CORVUS, was used [135]. The CORVUS arm was outfitted with an end effector comprised of the conformable replicate finger mold (Fig. 6.14) described in section 6.3.1. The force was controlled by maintaining a constant compression of the replicate finger through position control. Force was also monitored through a load cell to ensure a stable force was being applied. The x-y grid used a 1cm separation in each dimension on a sample skin area of 144cm².
Experiment 2  To calibrate force, a load cell on the synthetic finger was used to measure the interaction force, while all of the voltage permutations were measured. Both sensors recorded at 30 Hz throughout the touch. This test was performed at the center of the pad.

The load cell data was synchronously recorded along with the voltage values. This data was then used to the Neural Network regression model where the input variables consisted of the eight node voltage permutations as described in section 6.3.2. The results of this regression can be found in section 6.4.

Experiment 3  To evaluate accuracy in a stretched state, the skin was placed under an XYZ linear stage which automatically actuated forces in a regular grid. The skin sample was placed in a micrometer stage on a stationary table. On the Z stage a conductive end effector followed a downward trajectory onto the skin. The skin was stretched by clamping the left and right 5mm strips in a vice clamp attached to a micrometer. The calibration grid was set to a constant 5mm spacing in X and Y for each stretch state. The grid location and sensor data for each touch was logged for 1 second with an average taken for each node permutation. The skin was tested at a neutral 100% stretch state (90 mm between clamps), a 106% stretch state (95 mm between clamps), a 111% stretch state (100 mm between clamps), a 122% stretch state (110 mm between clamps), and a 133% stretch state (120 mm between clamps). The skin was tested without a top
fabric layer in order to avoid extraneous contact artifacts between clamped layers, instead the force actuating end effector on the Z stage was covered with the conductive fabric node. The true position and conductance data was then fit to the proposed polynomial surface model for each stretch level to assess the degree to which the polynomial fit method works across a range of stretch levels.

Additionally, during the stretch test the bulk resistance of the pad was also measured by adding a shunt resistor to each node and measuring the voltage differential across the resistor to estimate the current flow into or out of the pad. This sensing modality requires yet another permutation, where the fabric and two nodes are high impedance, with one node grounded and one node at $V_{dd}$. This was logged for each press at each stretch level. This additional circuitry would only be necessary in practice if the skin was to be stretched or unstretched actively during use.
Experiment 4  Multiple experiments were designed to assess the utility of the smart skin in a collaborative robotic setting. To evaluate the functional response of the smart skin, the skin was mounted to conform to the surface of a distal link of the CORVUS robot (Fig. 6.17). The skin was connected to the emergency stop circuit by means of a solid state relay. The skin’s microcontroller was programmed to sample at 150Hz and respond to any touch with non-zero force by enabling the robot’s emergency stop circuit. The robot was then commanded a trajectory which ran at 3mm/s and intercepted the synthetic finger attached to a load cell (Fig. 6.17). During the experiment, emergency stop state and force data was collected. This experiment was repeated 20 times to test repeatability.

![Figure 6.17: Known forces were applied to the skin mounted on a link via the silicone cast finger attached to a load cell.](image)

In order to further evaluate the emergency stop functionality of the smart skin, the test was run with the synthetic finger replaced by a human test subject’s arm (Fig. 6.18a). The skin was programmed to trigger an emergency stop in a similar manner to the above experiment, and again the robot was commanded to take an unsafe trajectory that intercepted the human. The experiment was repeated 20 times to test for repeatability.

Experiment 5  In order to functionally verify the skin’s positional response in human-robot interactions, the skin was placed on the CORVUS robot as above but a human operator pushed on the link with an index finger. Then, the microcontroller was set to determine if a valid touch had occurred, and if so, output the position of a touch. The robot was programmed to respond to touches by moving in the opposite direction. The location of contact provided by the skin determined this direction based on the geometry of the link. The direction was assumed to be normal to the skin, so the robot would move directly away from the finger. The synthetic finger attached to a load cell was moved toward the robot while maintaining a constant velocity, with the robot either set to take evasive action or remain still.
Figure 6.18: An arm (a) and a finger (b) were placed in the path of the robot.

6.4 Results

The construction of the smart skin resulted in a highly stretchable and flexible surface. The electrical properties of the skin such as conductivity did not change significantly with the repeated application of stress. As shown in Fig. 6.19, the skin is capable of stretch to approximately 150% of the original size without tearing.

The skin was successfully applied to the irregular surface of the CORVUS robot arm, and functioned on the arm. The skin installed on the robot arm can be seen in Fig. 6.18b.

Figure 6.19: Evidence of stretching near 150%.

An overall outline of the results concerning model validation and collaborative experiments
can be found in Table 6.3.

**Experiment 1** Using the X-Y calibration data of potential, force and location, the least squares fit was run to determine the coefficients for the polynomial. The coefficients were computed with $R^2$ values of 0.9934 for the X-Fit and 0.9978 for Y-Fit. The mean absolute error was 3.32 mm and RMSE was 7.02 mm. 90% of all error was below 5.7 mm, and the highest error was at the corners and boundaries. The 3D plot of the polynomial in X Cartesian space plotted alongside the calibration points is shown in Fig. 6.20, and the polynomial in Y Cartesian space is shown in Fig. 6.21.

![](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 6.20:** Polynomial fit in X ($R^2 = 0.993$).

**Experiment 2** The force measured by the load cell is plotted against a single node voltages for 144 separate touch incidents located at the center of the pad (Fig. 6.22). A Neural Network (NN) regression model relating node voltage to true load cell force was fit with an $R^2$ value of 0.875.

Additionally a force magnitude classification was performed using the NN regression wherein the true force was used to segment the data into two categories: Low Force ($2.5 N < F < 7.5 N$) and High Force ($12.5 N < F < 17.5 N$). Using the voltage data from these two categories the
output of the NN regression was plotted versus the two ranges of force magnitude (Fig 6.23). The results indicate clear separation between the low and high force ranges.
**Experiment 3**  The stretched skin provided good polynomial fits in X and Y (Fig. 6.24), with no systemic differences between the unstretched and 133% stretch cases.

The results of the stretch test show that the error does not increase as the skin is stretched (Fig. 6.25), staying at approximately 2.5mm with a standard deviation of 1.5mm. This allows the skin to be calibrated at any number of stretch levels.

The results of the stretch test also show that the bulk resistance of the pad (as measured between electrode pairs along the top and bottom of the pad using shunt resistor current) varies with stretch (Fig. 6.26). Each stretch level is more than 2 standard deviations from the next allowing estimation of stretch level online by measuring the current. Then a calibration for that stretch level could be loaded to provide adaptable stretch functionality.

**Experiment 4**  The smart skin’s response to a finger touch is shown in Fig. 6.27. The vertical line shows the skin’s triggering of an emergency stop event. The green horizontal line shows the force at which the skin triggers that a touch has occurred, which was at 0.5 N. Beyond the point where the emergency stop was triggered, the forces represent the dynamics of the robot, in this case the brakes take approximately 100ms to fully stop the robot, and oscillations continue beyond that point. The skin successfully detected the touch and brought the robot to a halt for all 20 iterations of the experiment.

In the second emergency stop experiment with the human subject, the interaction force was not quantitatively measured. But, no significant force on or movement of their arm during the tests was observed or reported. The skin successfully detected the touch and brought the robot to a halt for all 20 iterations of the experiment.

**Experiment 5**  The result of the collaborative control experiment is shown in Fig. 6.28. The control test without evasive action rapidly reaches the limit of the load cell and does not decrease,
as the target position is never achieved. However, with evasive action triggered by the contact data from the smart skin sensor the force is maintained at approximately 11N, which is below an example critical force of 12.5N, until the target position is reached.

### 6.5 Discussion

The X-Y calibration provided an accuracy of below one centimeter, which is sufficient for many bulk sensing applications, such as those performed by human skin. This would provide sufficient
accuracy to allow situational awareness to a robot with a soft and durable continuous skin. A limitation of this experiment, however, is that multitouch was not tested, and robust multitouch does not seem possible with the specific methods described here. Future work should involve using node currents as well as node voltages to detect that a multitouch is occurring and possibly estimate the multiple touch locations.

The force measurement provided the ability to differentiate between low and high forces, but discrete force estimates do not provide enough repeatability to allow continuous force measurements. The continuous force estimate had an $R^2$ value below 0.9 and therefore may not
provide sufficient accuracy for some applications. A limitation of the experiment is that the force measurement was performed with a synthetic finger, and due to the contact resistance estimation method the force estimate is highly dependent upon the geometry and hardness of the contacting object. Therefore future work should focus on further characterizing the force estimation, especially focusing on contacting objects specific to the desired use case.

The stretch calibration showed that accuracy does not diminish as the skin is stretched, although the change in calibration for each stretch level did not seem to follow an expected pattern so a separate calibration should be done for each stretch level expected for the desired use case. If the use case involves the skin to be in a rigid state, such as stretching and permanently affixing to a rigid robot link, the calibration should be done in place to provide maximum
Table 6.3: Summary Overview of Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Primary Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Stationary Calibration</td>
<td>RMSE = 7.02mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Force Calibration</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.875$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Stretch Calibration</td>
<td>RMSE = 2.5 ± 1.5mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Emergency Stop</td>
<td>Threshold = 0.5N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Collaborative Control</td>
<td>Collaboration Force = 10N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

accuracy while automatically calibrating to a functional coordinate frame. Calibration can be completed with approximately 25 known locations in a relatively simple procedure. If the use case involves dynamic motion, such as around an elbow of a robotic joint, the skins should be calibrated to the full range of stretches expected, and the bulk resistance of the pad should be measured in real time to determine stretch level and choose the appropriate calibration. Further work should determine the effect of repeated stretch on functionality, and evaluate stretching modalities other than the uniaxial mode shown here.

The emergency stop experiment showed the usefulness of this sensor in a robotic system. The low threshold force of just half a Newton is roughly equivalent to the weight of a tennis ball, and the test was performed with a human arm and finger, without causing any discomfort. A limitation of this experiment was that it was performed in a high speed mode, where the position calculations were not performed and only emergency stop decisions were made. Future work should continue to evaluate emergency stop detection as other features, such as multitouch are added, to ensure that reaction times stay fast enough for the application.

While the force experiment showed that discrete force estimations are quite noisy, the collaborative control experiment showed that the force could be used in a feedback loop to roughly maintain an interaction force. The quality of the interaction will be dependent both upon the robot used and the contacting object, however in a collaborative environment with humans. This could be acceptable as larger contact objects would correspond to faster reactions, which would likely be appropriate.

Qualitative analysis was performed on the SEM scans of the skin material. The roughly 10$\mu$m spacing of carbon nanotubes protruding at the surface for viable contact places a theoretical lower bound on the positional resolution accuracy achievable with this method of doping PDMS with CNT. However, given the relatively low expression of CNT’s near the surface of the sheet when compared to within the bulk body (see Fig. 6.5), it is likely that the effective electrical
contact area of the nanotubes can be increased. Also it should be noted that due to electrical
constraints in practice (such as analog to digital conversion), the resolution is much lower.

The capability of sensing contact on the whole body of a robot is an important step for
enabling safe and more advanced, intuitive human-robot interactions. In this paper a design
of a flexible, stretchable skin that can detect location within a typical 5.7mm resolution was
presented. A 2D potentiometer concept for position and demonstrated that the same system
can also provide a crude estimate of contact force. By design, the sensor can be scaled up in
size due to its ratiometric measurement method for positional accuracy. It can also be scaled
down. Given the finite CNT distribution evident in the SEM images, there is a lower limit with
this method.

A significant limitation of the skin as shown in this paper is that the outer surface is a
conductive node, and therefore if it is contacted by anything electrically active the sensor could be
damaged. Future work should address this by investigating using another PDMS sheet with CNT
as the top layer, potentially with a different loading of CNT, while leaving a waterproof PDMS
layer exposed on the outside of the sensor. This top layer could also have four nodes, leading to
a full eight nodes, with many more permutations available for features such as multitouch.

Repeatedly stretching this sensor does not influence its localization error significantly, and
additionally localization accuracy is not affected by stretching. By design, the skin’s durability
is determined primarily by the PDMS substrate. PDMS is among the most durable stretchable
elastomers available for typical manufacturing implying that the skin sensor exhibits favorable
durability. The minimum threshold force and sensitivity are tunable via mesh size, elastomer,
and fabric mechanical properties. Multiple coarse force thresholds are possible via multiple
layers. In this work, we demonstrated a single layer version with a detection threshold of 0.5N
for contact sensing which exceeds the sensitivity of typical in-joint torque sensors or estimates
(e.g. the KUKA or UR5 robots). Adding such a skin could effectively expand the safe operating
speed range of robots with internal joint torque measurements. Alternately, it could provide
inexpensive tactile sensing for existing robots without incurring the costs of internal joint torque
sensors.

While the skin was demonstrated in both an automatic emergency stop system as well as
interactive robotic environments, the application of this design is not limited to robotics and
machinery, but can also be applied to medical devices, specifically prosthetics. Prosthetics
are very similar to robotics as they are a robotic extension of an appendage without the human
sense of touch [122]. With this design, localized feedback to the operator may be possible (as per
neural interface methods in [136]) but at a substantially lower cost and manufacturing complexity
then current sensor designs. Another application could be in highly constrained collaborative
environments such as surgery where interactions are inevitable, such as the example shown in
Fig. 6.29.

This skin provides an affordable and electrically simple solution to the widespread problem of giving robots a sense of touch, and the stretchable and flexible design allows greater adaptability while still providing accurate positional sensing and broad force range detection.
Chapter 7

Dynamic Bioprinting

This chapter is a reproduction of two papers. A paper submitted to the 2017 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, and a paper submitted to the 2017 Hamlyn Symposium on Medical Robotics. As such each paper was designed to be able to stand alone, and contains its own abstract, background, results, and interpretation. The relevance of this work to the wider thesis goal and body is discussed in the Chapter 8 Conclusion.

7.1 3DBioprinting Directly onto Moving Human Anatomy

This section is a reproduction of a paper submitted to the 2017 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems.

7.1.1 Abstract

This paper establishes the feasibility of robotically 3D printing biomaterials such as alginate hydrogels onto moving human anatomy and a stationary plane. The alginate hydrogels used are in-vivo compatible and a proven biomaterial for tissue scaffolds. We developed a control scheme for precision material deposition via piezo microjetting while tracking in real-time to continuously sense anatomy location and deposits material in a predefined trajectory derived from two pre-selected target geometries. We show that multilayer 3D structures can be created on a moving human hand with 1.6 mm average error and 87.8 % overall accuracy.

7.1.2 Introduction

Additive manufacturing has become a ubiquitous technology that allows for rapid prototyping, personalized design, and small-scale production. A variety of additive manufacturing methods
exist, including fused-deposition modeling, selective laser sintering, and stereolithography. These methods utilize build materials such as plastics and metals. Materials are typically deposited onto a static, planar build surface and the object is built up layer by layer.

Recently, bioprinting technology has advanced in the field of tissue engineering via additive manufacturing techniques [137, 138]. Potential applications include tissue or organ regeneration, creation of biometric multi-layered skin tissue, and burn wound treatment [139]. One bioprinting approach has been to deposit living cells onto a surface using an inkjet system [140] noting several advantages over the more popular extrusion-based systems due to an inkjet’s high-speed control and non-contact interface. In another approach, stem cells were embedded in a hydrogel solution and then deposited via pressure-driven nozzles onto skin wounds with the benefit of laser-based position sensing [141]. In this case the bioprinted stem cells provided better wound-closure rates than the manually applied gels. In [142] synthetic materials designed to mimic human skin were 3D-printed through pressure controlled channels on a linear 3-axis robotic stage. This study showed more accurate cell localization and 3D architecture of the reconstructed epidermis when compared with manual methods.

Prior art has demonstrated significant benefits of bioprinting for tissue engineering, however its scope has been constrained to depositing materials onto stationary targets. It traditionally emphasized planar substrates with open loop deposition trajectories [138]. In laboratory settings this has required printing onto phantom culture disks or printing onto sedated animal subjects. A case for printing directly onto anatomy has been made [141, 143]. In some clinical settings however, anatomy may be free-moving (such as the unfixeded hand of a burn patient that must move during therapy to maintain range of motion for skin grafts) or exhibit quasi-cyclic motion (such as a beating heart, breath-induced thoracic cavity motion, or vascular pulsatile throbbing of artery-proximate brain tissues). Therefore to increase the applicability of bioprinting, particularly in human-in-the-loop contexts, additive manufacturing techniques need to be augmented to allow for the deposition of material onto moving 3D surfaces. Previous attempts at tracking and drawing on a hand include either direct contact with the hand [144] or tracking the hand only in two degrees of freedom [145]. The gap in prior art has been the demonstration of an additive manufacturing technique capable of depositing 3D geometries of viable biomaterials directly onto unconstrained, non-planar, moving anatomy.

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of robotically depositing bio-printing-compatible materials directly onto unconstrained, moving human anatomy. Specifically, we demonstrate the 3D printing of alginate hydrogels onto (i) a non-stationary human hand (Figure 7.1) and (ii) a stationary plane to serve as a baseline. Alginate hydrogels are in vivo-compatible and a proven biomaterial for tissue scaffolds [146, 147]. A temporal coarse-fine approach controls precision material deposition via microjetting (a generalization of inkjetting
to situations where the deposited material is not strictly an ink). Our system employs a real-time tracking algorithm to continuously sense anatomy location and deposit material onto it in a predefined trajectory derived from two pre-selected target geometries: a 2D block ‘M’ logo and a 3D stepped pyramid.

Figure 7.1: Concept of 3D printing in vivo compatible bio-materials directly onto unconstrained, free-moving anatomy.

7.1.3 Methods

7.1.4 Hardware

Our custom additive manufacturing platform consisted of three primary components: a 3 DOF robotic platform, a material deposition system, and a sensing apparatus (Figures 7.2-7.3). The robotic platform used was an XYZ gantry system (Newmark Systems Inc, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA). This gantry stage has an XY travel distance of 600mm and a Z travel distance of 300mm. Each dimension is actuated by a stepper motor, which is controlled with a DRV8825 stepper motor driver. The stepper motor drivers are in turn controlled by an ARM Cortex microcontroller (Teensy 3.2, PJRC Sherwood, OR).

Camera-in-hand velocity control was implemented with a proportional controller, where the velocity commanded to the steppers was proportional to distance error in X, Y, or Z measured between desired deposition location and actual measured location of the target. The gantry axes were aligned with the sensors to allow a one-to-one mapping. The proportional command was capped to between 2mm/s and 50mm/s to avoid unrealistic demands of the steppers as well
as to keep the velocity from dropping near zero, as the drop-on-demand nature of the material
deposition system is such that the robot does not need to stop at each point, but merely needs
to glide over the point. The acceleration of the steppers was also capped to $312\text{mm/s}^2$ avoid
undue stress on the system.

The material deposition system is an integral component of this design. While most 3D
printers use extrusion, which deposits in a continuous bead, such an approach is not suitable
for moving anatomy since the bead would need to be severed instantly if the anatomy moved
out of position. For this approach we instead utilized an active deposition method based on a micro-jetting system capable of depositing micro-beads of solution. Specifically we utilized the PICO Pulse jetting system (Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH). This system allows the deposition of viscous materials at a rate of 1kHz and orifice sizes of 50–600µm. This selected range of orifice sizes roughly permits deposition of materials with viscosities between 200 – 500 centipoises, though much larger ranges are available. The pulse timings used were 0.50ms pulse length and 8.00ms cycle length. With this approach we can employ a temporal-based manufacturing method wherein material is not deposited until the anatomy is positioned correctly beneath the extruder. Once material has been deposited, the flow is paused until correct positioning is achieved again.

The sensing modality consisted of two sub-components. For XY tracking we utilized an off-the-shelf hand tracking system (Leap Motion, San Francisco, CA). This system provides a 120 Hz framerate with a typical positioning accuracy near 1mm [148]. Unfortunately, the depth information from the Leap Motion is derived from stereo vision and is less accurate. The depth information is critically important for the deposition of subsequent layers to succeed and to minimize deposition errors from increased droplet travel distance. For accurate depth we designed a custom depth sensing system using a projected line green laser (532nm, 1mW) and monocular camera (Figure 7.4).

The camera used was a hardware Raspberry Pi (Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge, UK) camera that provides low-latency capture at 640x480 resolution at 90Hz. The laser produces a single horizontal line of green light in the camera frame. A custom support structure was designed to orient the optical axis of the camera at a 30 angle relative to the axis of the laser projection. This setup allows the laser line to be seen at a range of 10–60mm. The green laser line appears in the image space as a vertical line. The location of the line $G_j$ (0 – 640) is found in each row $j$ of the image by finding the brightest pixel. Using the average $G_j$ value of the line in the image, we can compute the distance in mm to the hand using a third-order polynomial, which accounts for radial distortion in the image. This analysis is performed on the Raspberry Pi using OpenCV running at approximately 2 – 4ms per frame.

Communication between sensors, actuators, and controllers is a key component of this system. Each sensor is responsible for communicating specific data to and from the central Teensy microcontroller. The microcontroller is in turn responsible for communicating commands to the various actuators.
7.1.5 Materials

Material selection was a critical design decision. While heated plastic filament hardens once deposited, viscous fluid biomaterials do not typically solidify quickly after deposition and therefore cannot maintain shape. Therefore a material solution was required that could be deposited through the jetting system (given the range of viscosities) and that could be cross-linked either automatically or via an added curing agent. Given these requirements, a sodium alginate solution \( ((C_6H_8O_6)_n) \) was chosen as the deposition material, with additives of detergent (sodium alkyl sulfates) as a surfactant to allow the solution to keep shape on the workspace prior to cross-linking, and colored food dye for the purpose of visualization and evaluation. Calcium chloride solution \( (CaCl_2 \cdot 2H_2O) \) was used as the cross-linking agent providing the calcium ions. As is further explained in [149], the free aqueous \( Ca^+ \) ions disperse into alginate and displace sodium to promptly cross-link it into a solid hydrogel.

The sodium alginate solution is produced by blending powdered sodium alginate with deionized water and then allowing the mixture to undergo degasification and set. The ratio of powder to water dictates the viscosity of the resulting solution. For the desired viscosity level of the
sodium alginate, we used a ratio of $1g$ powder per $100ml$ water with $2ml$ of aqueous sodium alkyl sulfates and $0.1ml$ of blue food dye #1. For the calcium chloride spray, a ratio of $75g$ per $100ml$ water was used. After the deposition of a given layer of sodium alginate, the aqueous calcium chloride solution was manually applied to the entire build surface with an air brush to cross-link each layer.

The viscosity range of the jetting system and the viscosity of the sodium alginate solution serves well as a surrogate for the eventual bioprinting of cells or other non-alginate bio-inks commonly used in extrusion as in [137, 138].

### 7.1.6 Software

For the tracking, control and logic of the additive manufacturing process, we utilized a custom software stack implemented on a desktop PC running Ubuntu and the Robot Operating System (ROS) [62]. The complete stack consisted of 5 primary components as outlined in Algorithm 7.5, where $V_{motor}$ is a stepper velocity command and $C_{jet}$ is a logic signal to the jetting system.

#### Algorithm 1: Deposition Control Algorithm

```
1 MovingDeposition (I_{template})
  inputs: A template of $x, y$ locations $I_{template}$
  foreach coordinate $S_i \in I_{template}$ do
    while true do
      $P_i(x, y) \leftarrow currentLeap(x, y)$;
      $P_i(z) \leftarrow currentLaserDepth(z)$;
      $D_t \leftarrow S_i$;
      $E_t \leftarrow P_i - D_t$;
      if $|E_t| < \text{threshold}$ then
        $V_{motor} \leftarrow (P_i - D_t)K_p$;
        $C_{jet} \leftarrow 0$;
      else
        $V_{motor} \leftarrow V_{min}$;
        $C_{jet} \leftarrow 1$;
        break;
      end
    end
  end
  $V_{motor} \leftarrow (0, 0, 0)$;
  $C_{jet} \leftarrow 0$;
```

Figure 7.5: Deposition Control Algorithm

The first step in this method is to continuously track the position of the anatomy ($P_t = [x, y, z]$) relative to the extrusion head. For this position $x$ and $y$ are sensed via the Leap motion, and $z$ is sensed with the laser distance sensor.
Given the known instantaneous position of the anatomy, we then query a predefined template for the state of that location \( (S_i = [x, y, z]) \). This template is stored as a series of 2-dimensional binary image matrices with \( x, y \) determined by an individual frame and \( z \) determined by the frame index. If the corresponding pixel requires material, a low latency command is sent to the jetting system and the corresponding pixel is marked as complete (Figure 7.6). This process is continued until all pixels for the current frame have been completed, and then the next frame is queried.

Determining the optimal trajectory to take for deposition of a single layer requires comparing the end effector’s current velocity with the vector to all remaining deposition pixels in the current layer. The end effector’s velocity in \( z \) is controlled by the laser height sensor through a proportional controller. In \( x \) and \( y \) the velocity vector is taken as the difference \( \Delta P = P_t(x, y) - P_{t-1}(x, y) \) while the vector to remaining pixel \( i \) is taken as \( V_i = D_i(x, y) - P_t(x, y) \). The difference in bearing between these two headings is computed in Equation 7.1, where \( \alpha \) is confined to the interval \([0, 2]\).

\[
\alpha = 1 - \Delta P \cdot V_i \tag{7.1}
\]

We compute the scaled distance to all remaining deposition pixels as in Equation 7.2, where \( N_{px} \) is the width of the binary template matrix so that \( \beta \) is also confined to the interval \([0, 2]\).

\[
\beta = 2|V_i|/N_{px} \tag{7.2}
\]

All potential targets are evaluated and the target with the lowest cost \( \gamma \) as defined in Equation 7.3 is chosen as \( D_t \).

\[
\gamma = \alpha + \beta \tag{7.3}
\]
Given the instantaneous desired deposition location \((D_t)\) and the instantaneous anatomy location \((P_t)\) we can compute the end-effector error \(E = P_t - D_t\). From this error we compute the required end-effector velocity \(V = E \ast K_p\) where \(K_p\) is a gain parameter.

7.1.7 Experimental Design

To evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed system for 3D printing a hydrogel directly onto moving human anatomy, we performed four experiments of increasing complexity.

The first experiment was designed to examine the baseline accuracy of the gantry system and hydrogel material for 2D deposition in a known pattern on a stationary surface. For this experiment a block ‘M’ pattern (Table 7.1) was deposited on a stationary build plate in a 100x100mm area. The deposition pattern was followed in an open loop fashion without tracking of the target substrate position, only encoder feedback of the stepper joints. To provide sufficient material for a complete layer, the pattern was printed three times, spraying the aqueous calcium chloride solution to cross-link between each run.

The second experiment was designed to assess the accuracy of the deposition system in 2D for moving anatomy. For this experiment a hand was placed below the deposition jet and allowed to move freely. Again the block ‘M’ pattern (Table 7.1) was deposited on the hand while the hand was continuously tracked via the sensing system. Again the pattern was printed three times, spraying the aqueous calcium chloride solution to cross-link between each run.

The third experiment was designed to assess the accuracy of this system with regards to multiple layers. For this experiment, multiple layers of a pyramid template were deposited on a stationary build plate. The pyramid was made up of 5 stacked squares, each smaller than the prior step, creating the pyramid template in Table 7.1. Again the pattern was printed three times per layer, spraying the aqueous calcium chloride solution to cross-link between each run.

The fourth experiment was designed to assess the accuracy of this system with regards to a multi-layer model on a moving hand. For this experiment an unconstrained hand was again placed below the deposition jet. This setup utilized the pyramid model (Table 7.1) from Experiment 3. Each layer was deposited sequentially onto the moving hand and the pattern was printed three times per layer, spraying the aqueous calcium chloride solution to cross-link between each run.

7.1.8 Experimental Evaluation

The deposition pattern was scanned in 2D for Experiments 1 and 2 with a color flatbed scanner at 600dpi so that the 100x100mm deposition area became an image with dimensions 2362x2362px. In 3D for Experiments 3 and 4 the deposition pattern was scanned with a 3D scanning system
Table 7.1: Experiment Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Target Object Geometry</th>
<th>Total Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Artec Spider, Artec 3D, Luxembourg) with a resolution of $G_s = 0.04mm$. The scanned point cloud of the surface was converted to voxels at 600dpi to match Experiments 1 and 2. The scans were then programatically registered with the template via a rigid transformation to minimize error.

Error was calculated at each pixel or voxel in the template as the deviation in value between the template image and the corresponding pixel in the scanned image. True Positive (TP) locations were those where deposition occurred in the desired location (correct deposit). False Negative (FN) locations were those where deposition was desired but did not occur (missing deposit). False Positive (FP) locations were those where deposition occurred but was not desired (incorrect deposit). The TP and FN values were used to compute both the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Negative Rate (FNR) (Equations 7.4 and 7.5 respectively) where the total number of desired pixels or voxels ($N_t$) was used as the total Condition Positive. The FP value was used to compute the False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Equation 7.6), where the number of deposited pixels or voxels ($N_s$) was used as the total Test Outcome Positive. The average error between the outer surface of the template and the surface of the scan was also used as a performance metric to give an outer-shell accuracy in $mm$.

\[
TPR = \frac{\sum (I_{\text{template}} \cap I_{\text{scan}})}{\sum (I_{\text{template}})} \tag{7.4}
\]

\[
FNR = \frac{\sum (I_{\text{template}} \cap \neg I_{\text{scan}})}{\sum (I_{\text{template}})} \tag{7.5}
\]
Registration between the 3D scan of the resultant deposition and the 3D template was achieved via an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) correspondence. Error was calculated as the deviation between each point in the 3D scan and the corresponding point in the 3D template (Equation 7.7). The TP, FN, and FP measures were computed in 3D between the scanned structure and the pyramid model scaled to the height of the scan. Given a discrete \( x, y \) location in the 3D scan, TP locations were those where the \( z \) height was the same as the model, FN locations were those where too little material was deposited, and FP locations were those where too much material was deposited. These values were then used to compute the TPR, FNR, and FDR rates (similar to Equations 7.4-7.6). For each \( x, y \) scan location, the \( z \) height of the scan was compared with the corresponding \( z \) height in the model. The height difference was multiplied by \( G_s \) which represents the voxel size dictated by the 3D scan resolution. In this case \( G_s = 0.04 \text{mm} \). This provides a volumetric representation of the difference between desired geometry and scan. The mean layer height for the complete structure was calculated as the total height divided by the number of layers.

\[
FDR = \frac{\sum (-I_{\text{template}} \cap I_{\text{scan}})}{\sum (I_{\text{scan}})} \tag{7.6}
\]

\[
E = \sum_{x=1}^{m} \sum_{y=1}^{n} (Z_{\text{template}}(x, y) - Z_{\text{scan}}(x, y))G_s^2 \tag{7.7}
\]

### 7.1.9 Results

#### 7.1.10 Experiment 1: 2D Stationary Deposition

The baseline printing accuracy for the proposed gantry and deposition system was assessed by depositing the template from Table 7.1 onto a stationary build plate (Figure 7.7). The resultant deposition, threshold image, and comparison is given in Figure 7.8. The accuracy and other metrics are given in Table 7.2.

#### 7.1.11 Experiment 2: 2D Unconstrained

The second experiment was designed to assess the accuracy with which the proposed system could deposit the template image on an unconstrained hand. The hand moved at an average velocity of \( 5 \text{mm/s} \) up to a maximum of \( 25 \text{mm/s} \). We again utilized the template image from Table 7.1. The resultant deposition, threshold image, and comparison is given in Figure 7.9. The accuracy and other metrics are given in Table 7.2.
7.1.12 Experiment 3: 3D Stationary

The third experiment was designed to assess the accuracy of the proposed system while depositing a multiple-layer model on a stationary build plate utilizing the pyramid template from Table 7.1. The resultant scan of the deposition is given in Figure 7.10a. An error map indicating the regions where incorrect deposition occurred is given in Figure 7.10b. The average deposition layer height for this template was 0.79 mm. The accuracy and other metrics are given in Table 7.2.

7.1.13 Experiment 4: 3D Unconstrained

The fourth experiment, 3D Dynamic, was designed to assess the accuracy with which the proposed system could deposit a multi-layer template onto an unconstrained hand moving similarly to Experiment 1. We utilized the sequence of template images for the pyramid model (Table 7.1). The 3D scan and comparison is given in Figure 7.11. The accuracy and other metrics are given in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>TPR (%)</th>
<th>FNR (%)</th>
<th>FDR (%)</th>
<th>Mean Error (mm)</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: 2D Stationary</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 2D Unconstrained</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 3D Stationary</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 3D Unconstrained</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* TPR: True Positive Rate (correct deposit), FNR: False Negative Rate (missing deposit), FDR: False Discovery Rate (incorrect deposit)

7.1.14 Discussion

We presented a system for successfully bioprinting desired alginate hydrogel geometries onto unfixedured, moving substrates. To our knowledge this is the first successful attempt at 3D printing onto moving human anatomy. Our system uses precise piezo-electric jetting deposition of viscous hydrogels that allows decoupling of deposition control timing from motion planning and robotic actuation. For a baseline control case, the system achieved an average error of 0.50 mm with 94.9% overall deposition accuracy in a 2D analysis of a planar stationary task (Experiment 1). When the same geometry was printed on an unconstrained hand (Experiment 2), average positional error increased by 0.33 mm (46%) and overall accuracy dropped only slightly by 2.5%. This is a favorable result particularly in light of the unconstrained, natural motion of the hand. Print times were comparable to typical 3D printing speeds for these volumes and did not increase dramatically with the introduction of motion.

The change from 2D to 3D stationary cases (adding 15 layers in Experiment 3 compared with

Figure 7.9: Exp. 2, 2D Unconstrained Comparison
just 3 layers in Experiment 1) saw significantly larger increases in error compared to changing from 2D stationary (Experiment 1) to 2D dynamic cases (Experiment 2). This underscores some of the accuracy limitations of the selected material deposition and cross-linking processes, independent of substrate motion. Notably, the deposited alginate solution remains fluid and has ample time to flow away before calcium chloride solution is applied and Ca\(+\) ions diffuse through the fluid to displace sodium and cross-link the gel into a solid. This is observable in the bunching “roll off” of material indicated by lighter regions in Figures 7.10b and 7.11b and visible as non-flat sides in Figures 7.7 and 7.1.

In this approach we have used a proven bioprinting-compatible alginate hydrogel solution which has viscosities orders of magnitude higher than traditional low viscosity (≈ 1 centipoises) aqueous inkjets. Our jetting hardware can easily scale to a wide viscosity range yet maintain
cell viability as evident in [150]. In principle, this implies that our system is immediately compatible with a wide range of existing bio-inks in widespread use and commonly available to bioprinting research, not just hydrogels (e.g. vendors like biobots). This includes photo-curable or temperature curable inks with simple modifications in our hardware.

There are several limitations in this work. We did not print viable bio-inks and confirm cell survival, though it is well established in the literature with jetting. We do not implement closed-loop sensing and deposition of the material geometry. This is in principle quite feasible with our laser distance sensing and will be explored in future work. However, despite the delays in cross linking, the resulting errors are not substantial. Our deposition of aqueous calcium chloride via manual airbrush is a source of error, delay, and variation between experiments. It would be simple to automate this procedure with an additional jetting head (such as in [146]), but we plan to pursue photocurable materials in the future due to the quicker response time. The desired geometries we printed were unrealistic for medical applications. While they demonstrated programmability of desired geometries, we did not include straight walls or overhanging features—items particularly difficult to 3D print with fluids without, for example, changing orientation relative to gravity. Future work will include adapting our sensing technology to track more varied human anatomy including localized stretch, allowing this system to deposit material onto tissues and organs. We intend to coordinate with researchers from tissue engineering groups to utilize viable bio-inks within our system and explore its accuracy for more complex, realistic geometries.

7.1.15 Conclusion

This work has demonstrated the feasibility of robotically depositing bioprinting compatible materials directly onto unconstrained, moving human anatomy with submillimeter average error rates for 2D surfaces and millimeter-range average error rates for 3D geometries.

7.2 Comparison of Bio-Inks for 3D Bioprinting Directly Onto Moving Human Anatomy

This section is a reproduction of a paper submitted to the 2017 Hamlyn Symposium on Medical Robotics.

7.2.1 Introduction

Advances in bioprinting technology have permitted synthetic tissue, organ, and skin construction using additive manufacturing techniques [137, 139]. The most common bioprinting approach
involves depositing hydrogel solutions embedded with Bio-Inks via pressure driven syringes [142] or via inkjetting [140]. Inkjet approaches are a viable alternative since they do not damage the cell yet permit high-speed control.

Prior art has demonstrated the benefits of bioprinting for tissue engineering [141]. However, prior art has been limited to open loop trajectories on planar, stationary surfaces. This is sufficient for laboratory settings where culture dishes are utilized or subjects can be sedated and the anatomy fixtured. In some clinical settings it may be necessary to deposit Bio-Inks onto moving anatomy such as an unfixtured hand of a burn patient that must move during therapy to maintain range of motion for skin grafts. Alternatively, a hand-held precision bioprinting tool (Figure 7.12) may move relative to patient anatomy.

Figure 7.12: Conceptual design of additive manufacturing directly onto moving human anatomy

Figure 7.13: Experimental setup, showing users hand below the PICO Plse and above the Leap Motion
The gap in prior art has been the demonstration of an additive manufacturing technique capable of depositing and adhering viable biomaterials directly onto unconstrained, non-planar, moving anatomy. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of robotically depositing and adhering bioprinting-compatible materials. We evaluate two Bio-Inks for their accuracy and adhesion during bioprinting directly onto moving human anatomy.

7.2.2 Materials and Methods

The Leap Motion was used to track the human hand at 120Hz. A Nordson EFD PICO Plse piezo jetting system was used to propel the fluid onto the hand when it was in the correct position.

The system ran on an Ubuntu PC running ROS, with a graphical display of the current position of the hand relative to the remaining pixels in the pattern with a suggested target highlighted (Figure 7.14), as well as a height bar showing the acceptable distance from the hand to the jet (1cm). The system allowed either the user to move their hand relative to the system, or an operator to move the system relative to the user’s hand.

Two hydrogels were used. The first consisted of Sodium Algenate that was deposited onto the hand, and then an aqueous Calcium Chloride solution was airbrushed onto the hand to crosslink into a Calcium Algenate hydrogel. These hydrogels are biocompatible and are used as scaffold for bioprinting [149].
A second hydrogel was created with deionized water containing 10% GelMA (gelatin methacrylate) and 0.5% LAP (lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl-phosphinate) as a photoinitiator to allow use of an ultraviolet flashlight to crosslink between layers. This natural Bio-Ink is also proven to work with a variety of cell types [151].

Blue food dye was used to color the hydrogels to allow for a computer vision based evaluation of the 2D accuracy from scans of the finished gels on a flatbed scanner at 600 DPI (Figure 7.15). The scans were then compared to the target template (Figure 7.14) to determine True Positive (TP), False Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) areas. These values were then used to determine True Positive Rate (TPR), False Negative Rate (FNR) and False Discovery Rate (FDR) to provide metrics that were independent of the template image.

![Figure 7.15: Raw scan of hydrogel on hand.](image)

7.2.3 Results

The robotic system functioned properly, and the user was able to ink at 1.8 pixels per second, leading to an average layer time of 182 seconds.
Figure 7.16: True Positive (TP), False Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) areas for the Calcium Alginate Hydrogel (Left) and the GelMA Hydrogel (Right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bio Compatibility</th>
<th>CrossLink</th>
<th>Adhesion</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>FDR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alginate</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GelMA</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Comparison of Calcium Alginate to GelMA Hydrogel.

The Calcium Algenate provided moderate layer to layer adhesion and poor adhesion to the skin of the hand, being easily peeled away by even stretching the underlying skin. The GelMA hydrogel provided good layer to layer adhesion, as well as good adhesion to the underlying skin. Table 7.3 shows True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Discovery Rate (FDR) for both gels.

7.2.4 Discussion

Both hydrogels tested show promise as bio-inks for additive manufacturing on moving anatomy, however both show the need for further development. The Calcium Algenates requirement of the aqueous Calcium Chloride caused the gel to run, and the crosslinking was incomplete leading to poor layer adhesion. The GelMA hydrogel became too warm in the PICO Plse thus becoming too liquid, causing the gel to run and not hold shape, leading to a large False Positive area. If this were adequately addressed (eg by controlling viscosity via temperature or an additive like glycerol) GelMA would prove superior to Algenate for this application.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Limitations and Future Work

The experiments presented here were heavily dependent upon the geometry studied, as well as the quality of the scanner used. Therefore, the results should be interpreted only for the category of object studied, those similar to the hand in size and shape, such as similarly sized human organs with skeletal or other internal structure. However, more feature rich objects are beyond the scope of this work, and these results should not be applied to them because they are uncommon in surgery. Rigid or mostly rigid objects are also beyond the scope of this project, and rigid registration research should apply. Alternative scanning modalities are also beyond the scope of this work, as different scanning modalities could provide additional features, and the noise in other scanning modalities may not be as Gaussian as time of flight was shown to be.

Future work related to this thesis should involve finding a more accurate sensor to determine if the newer and better time of flight scanners could provide sufficient quality to find more features. The chip in the real-time scanner used in this study is already five years old as of the writing of this thesis, and considerably more accurate scanners should be commercially available in the future, at which point reevaluating the algorithms could yield new and useful results.

8.2 Conclusion

The experiments laid out above evaluated the algorithms’ potential to increase safety of surgery, and show the feasibility of the system in an operating room environment. The experiments also demonstrated and quantified the limits of real time end effector tracking and registration.
of soft anatomy. These experiments showed that a nested rigid transform using iterative closest point provided the optimum trade-off of speed and accuracy for both simulated data as well as real-world scans.

From all three of the primary experiments it was clear that the Nested versions of each algorithm provided an improvement in Root Mean Squared Error at the expense of Framerate, for example reducing from 3.6mm to 2.0mm for Iterative Closest Point in experiment 2. For all three experiments the Fast Point Feature Histogram algorithms vastly underperformed the Iterative Closest Point algorithm in both Framerate and Root Mean Squared Error. This shows that Fast Point Feature Histograms are not suitable for nonrigid tracking of geometric feature poor human tissues.

The secondary experiments validated the theoretical algorithmic complexity and showed that reverse nested matching showed no improvements. The secondary experiments also showed that the Graphics Processing Unit provides enough speed to perform Iterative Closest Point in real-time (> 10Hz) and that time of flight depth sensing works through an endoscope.

Given the poor results of the novel algorithms in the primary experiments, additional studies were performed in order to provide alternative contributions to the field of real time robotic tracking for the medical community. The first was the successful invention of a stretchable and flexible Smart Skin for sensing position and force with sub-centimeter accuracy, with possible applications in medical training and prosthetics. Future work in the area of tracking stretchable anatomy could immediately benefit from this technology by adding layers of smart skin to synthetic stretchable organs to evaluate the accuracy of tracking algorithms such as those evaluated in this thesis. The second additional study was the development of a Dynamic 3D Bioprinting system for Bioprinting on moving human anatomy, with applications in reconstructive surgery and burn treatment.
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## Appendix A

### Definitions

#### A.1 Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Three Dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>American Standard Code for Information Interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORVUS</td>
<td>Complete Operating room Robotics for Virtually Unassisted Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computed Topography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA</td>
<td>Compute Unified Device Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>Degrees Of Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPFH</td>
<td>Fast Point Feature Histograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>GNU Compiler Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNU</td>
<td>GNU’s Not Unix!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphics Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>Iterative Closest Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>Joint Photographic Experts Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDAR</td>
<td>Light Detection And Ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>Mean Absolute Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>Mean Squared Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAN</td>
<td>Not A Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nvcc</td>
<td>NVIDIA CUDA Compiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Operating Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>Point Cloud Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>Portable Network Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QVGA</td>
<td>Quarter Video Graphics Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>Red Green Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Root Mean Squared Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROS</td>
<td>Robot Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOF</td>
<td>Time Of Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Ultrasonography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Software Details

B.1 Software Launch Structure

Each experiment is started with a launch file, an XML formatted file that denotes which nodes to start, and what parameters, if any, to set in them. However, in order to easily loop through the different parameters to use the different algorithms, a bash file was created for each experiment to run them in a consistent manner in series. The algorithms were run in series to avoid competition for computational resources. Experiments 1 and 2 were run in the same bash file, as their dependent variables were tested in all permutations for additional analysis.

B.2 Nonrigid Matching

The primary node that ran the algorithm was named nonrigid.icp although it did also run the FPFH algorithms, since it was decided that so much code was common between the algorithms. This node subscribed to a sensor_msgs::PointCloud2 message named /depth_registered/-points, which could come from any source. The model was loaded on bootup from the files mentioned in the preprocessing section, and the node output metrics in a custom message type which includes RMSE, Rate, and running averages of those. The node also outputs matched point clouds for visualization purposes. The nonrigid.icp node contained two classes, Non-RigidMatch and PointCloudDB.

The PointCloudDB class contains the structure for saving a nonrigid point cloud model. The primary data structure is a struct called cloud_db which is self-referencing to allow any number of children. For the experiments, there were 22 objects created, with 1 at the top level, 7 at the second level and 14 at the third level, which can be seen in Figure B.1. Each cloud_db object
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ROS Launch File</th>
<th>Bash Script</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pixel Size</td>
<td>sk_sim.launch</td>
<td>experiment1-2.sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Added Noise</td>
<td>sk_sim.launch</td>
<td>experiment1-2.sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TOF Sensor</td>
<td>sk_playback.launch</td>
<td>experiment3.sh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: Files used to run experiments.

contains the points of the model, as well as the estimated normals. The following list describes all the contents of the object:

Figure B.1: Nested storage of cloud_db structure within parent classes.
• level: The level of this node, zero indexed
• position: The address of this node, from top to bottom, anything below this node is zero
• name: The overall name of the model. All children should have same name
• filename: The location of the model file
• cloud: The unmodified model, this should be constant
• unfiltered_cloud: The unfiltered cloud, for backup
• scene_normals: The estimated normals for the cloud, for calculating FPFH descriptors
• scene_descriptors: The estimated FPFH descriptors for the cloud
• match_search: The KD-Tree for the cloud, for efficient searching
• fit: The current model fitted to the latest data (Just cloud×trans)
• trans: The transformation matrix of the current fit
• prev_trans: The transformation matrix of the previous fit
• children: Children, which should be limited to only subsets of cloud
• parent: Points to parent object, unless top level
• ancestor: Points to ultimate parent, for easy access

The cloud_db is populated upon the loading of a file, which is provided by the load_model() function. This looks for the first file specified, then runs recursively to load children until there are no more files to load at that level, or MAX_LEVELS is reached.

The PointCloudDB class contains a CloudCat() function for concatenating the leaves into a colored cloud for visualizing the fit, since the model is transformed to match the scan. The PointCloudDB class also contains a getFitnessScore() function for evaluating the quality of the fit, which is compared to a ground truth model. This function returns a Mean Squared Error (MSE), but only for nearest neighbors.

The NonRigidMatch class contains the actual algorithms for nonrigid registration of point clouds, other than the GPU code which resides in a separate library due to compilation requirements. The class contains a settings struct called NonRigidMatchSettings which keeps track of which algorithm is currently being used. The primary function is the recursive function ICP.tree(), which calls itself for the nested versions of the algorithms, choosing which algorithm to call based on the settings in NonRigidMatchSettings.

The PCL.ICP() and reverse_PCL.ICP() functions perform the standard iterative closest point algorithm, using the implementation from Point Cloud Library. The main difference between the two is that the reverse changes the target and the source. This should not have a significant effect on the actual fit achieved, but changes the optimization, since it changes which cloud is being matched to which, and therefore which cloud has a KD-Tree made for it. The reverse method has a smaller cloud to build a tree for, but requires the tree be calculated for each leaf, while the forwards method has a larger cloud with a KD-tree, but that tree only need
be calculated once.

The GPU_ICP() and reverse_GPU_ICP() functions perform the iterative closest point algorithm on the GPU. The GPU code had to be compiled with the Nvidia CUDA compiler, nvcc, so the GPU code was made into a class that could be dynamically linked as a library to be used by a ROS node, which uses gcc as the compiler. Therefore, all the GPU_ICP() and reverse_GPU_ICP() functions have to do is copy the data into a format that is able to be copied over to the GPU memory. Also the IcpParams have to be set and copied over to the library. The points are manually copied over, to ensure that the memory is organized correctly, and the transformation matrix of the initial guess is manually copied over as well. The data is then transferred to the GPU and the result is returned. The reverse_GPU_ICP() function differs in the same way as the PCL_ICP() and reverse_PCL_ICP() functions, in that the reverse function has to initialize the KD tree for each leaf, not just once for the scan.

The my_FPFH() function performs the FPFH matching. There is no reverse version of this function, since the reverse versions of the ICP functions did not show any benefit and the initialization of FPFH is even longer than that of ICP. This function starts by estimating normals for the cloud, if they don’t already exist. It was attempted to do this with IntegralImageNormalEstimation() for actual scans, since the point cloud corresponds to a depth image, but the NormalEstimationOMP() function provided better normals, and is multithreaded with the OpenMP library for speed. The next step of the my_FPFH() function is to downsample the cloud if desired, however this was not used since the code was not run in real time, and features were sparse enough already.

The my_FPFH() function then calculates the features of the cloud, in order to use those features to match to similar features in the model. This calculation is performed multithreaded using the OpenMP library, although it still takes the majority of the function time. This histogram of features is stored for each point, using the points within a fixed radius around the point to evaluate the features, including slope, concavity, normals, etc.

The my_FPFH() function then searches for nearest neighbors in the N-dimensional space of the histograms. If the nearest neighbor is within a threshold, that pairing is added to the correspondence. The N-dimensional search is performed with the use of a KD-Tree to optimize the search.

The final part of the my_FPFH() function is to cluster the matching points in order to find a sensible rigid transformation to match the cloud to the model. A 3D Hough grouping is used in order to recognize rotations and translations that will minimize the distance between corresponding points.

The FPFH algorithm was optimized by precalculating all the features of the model upon
loading the model, so as not to have to do it each time. This is performed in the \texttt{recalculate\_model()} function, which calls itself recursively to cover all layers of the model. The \texttt{recalculate\_model()} function works the same as the first half of the \texttt{my\_FPFH()} function, estimating normals if they do not exist, downsampling the cloud if desired, and calculating the features of the cloud. This is as far as the precalculation can go, since the next steps involve matching the model to the cloud.

There is also a \texttt{control()} which just applies the prior transformation to the cloud. This is useful in determining if the algorithms are actually providing any real utility, or actually making things worse. Taking the time of this function is not instructive, however, as it is hardly doing anything and will run quickly.

### B.3 Depth Image Filter

For experiment 3, a real sensor was used to collect a time of flight image, to be used in matching. The raw image is noisy, as can be seen in Figure B.2, so a number of filters are applied.

A filter that is in the code, but was not used for experiment 3, is a temporal filter. This is an exponential moving average for each pixel, providing an exponential decay for each pixel requiring only one image to be stored in memory between frames. The coefficient of the filter is a parameter that can be varied, however it was not found that the temporal filter improved
The median filter was used to use the surrounding pixels to find a more accurate value. The median filter was chosen over the Gaussian blur filter as it preserves sharp edges better, and the scene was expected to have sharp edges, for example the outline of the hand in Figure B.2. The median filter also has the benefit of only pulling values from those actually collected. The only tunable parameter to this filter is the radius used to create the median from, which was set at 5 pixels for experiment 3.

Another filter used was to remove areas with steep gradients, as these areas are either highly noisy, or reflect the actual sharp edge, where the pixels falling off the edge provide unrealistic values. Therefore, a slope was calculated in both X and Y. Any pixel where the sum of the absolute values of the slopes in X and Y was beyond a certain threshold was thrown out. This algorithm had two tunable parameters, the ksize for the Sobel gradient operator, which was set to 5 pixels for experiment 3, and the threshold for high slope, which was set to 10 for experiment 3.

The final filter was to remove pixels which had a low confidence. This was possible because
the time of flight sensor, in addition to collecting the average return time at each pixel, also records the approximate number of photons that made it back to that pixel in the chip. This allows a good approximation of confidence, especially for dark objects or objects near or beyond the limit of distance, as they will both register low in confidence. This filter does not help with areas with high specular reflectance. An example of a confidence image is shown in Figure B.3, where far away walls can be seen to be much lower confidence than the hand in the foreground. The confidence threshold is in the scale of $0$ to $2^{16} - 1$ for this sensor, but the parameter was scaled to be in the range $0$ to $1$ for better readability and portability. The value used for experiment 3 was $0.002$, which corresponds to $131$ in raw units.

![Figure B.4: Filtered Depth Image.](image)

The Depth Image Filter node was set up to receive the unfiltered depth image (example in Figure B.2) and the unfiltered confidence image (example in Figure B.3), while outputting a filtered depth image (example in Figure B.4). This allowed the node to be run either on real-time data or on prerecorded data.

### B.4 Point Cloud Simulation

A simulation node was created, which simply loads scan data from a file that was generated by the Artek 3D scanner. Since it was only used in experiments 1 and 2, where the same base scan was used, it is hard-coded to load that file. The code first looks for a binary file, since it will be
faster to load, and will have normals. If that is not available, it reads the ASCII version of the cloud, calculates the normals, then saves that to a binary file. This allows the human readable ASCII file to provide long-term legibility, while the binary file allows more efficient loading for repeated use.

**B.5 ROS Binaries**

In addition to the custom nodes used, a number of ROS nodes were used off-the-shelf.

Rosbag was used to store the real-time scans for experiment 3 and play them back for analysis by each algorithm, one at a time. Rosbag records any topics timestamped in a binary file.

RViz was used for visualization purposes, especially to manually evaluate fit quality, and to provide sanity checks that the algorithms were performing correctly. RViz was used to visualize the point clouds outputted by the `nonrigid_icp` node, including the colored cloud showing leaf segments. An example of RViz can be seen in Figure B.6.

The ROS Nodelet Manager was used to run the `XYZ_Point_Cloud` Nodelet, which was used to convert the depth image into a 3D point cloud. The node simply uses the camera calibration matrix to project each pixel out to an X Y Z position. If a pixel was found to be unreliable by the Depth Image Filter node, it was denoted as having the depth `NAN` which the `XYZ_Point_Cloud` Nodelet discarded, not including it in the point cloud.
Figure B.6: Example of RViz showing scan and model. The filtered depth image is visible in
the lower left.

The ROS Image Transport system was used to be able to store compressed versions of
the depth images, confidence images, and RGB images, significantly reducing the bandwidth
required and reducing the file size, bringing the size down from over $50\text{MB/sec}$ down to
$10\text{MB/sec}$. The transport system uses JPEG compression for the RGB images, and lossless
PNG compression for the depth and confidence images.

A graph showing the connection of nodes during playback for Experiment 3 can be seen in
Figure B.7. It should be noted that player is the rosbag playing back the images captured by
the time of flight camera, and would be replaced by the DepthSense driver or another depth
map source for a real time application.
Figure B.7: Node connection graph for Experiment 3.
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